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TEXAS COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITI
Protecting Texas by Reducing and Preventing Poliution

February 5, 2013
Mr. Greg Meyer
259 East Torrey
New Braunfels, Texas 78130
Re:

RECERVF
fEB 1 9 201J
COUN1YBNG~

Edwards Aquifer, Comal County

NAME OF PROJECT: Oakwood Estates Unit 19; Located at dead-end of Acorn Drive; New Braunfels,
Texas
TYPE OF PLAN: Request for Approval of an Organized Sewage Collection System (SCS) Plan; 30 Texas
Administrative Code (TAC) Chapter 213 Edwards Aquifer
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program ID No. 3089.00; Investigation No. 1041752; Regulated Entity No.
RN10 6 5355 2 9
Dear Mr. Meyer:
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality CTCEQ) has completed its review of the organized
sewage collection system plans and specifications for the referenced project submitted to the San Antonio
Regional Office on behalf of Mr. Greg Meyer by HMT Engineering & Surveying on October 17,2012.
Final review of the SCS was completed after additional material was received on January 3, 2013,
January 17,2013 and February 4,2013. As presented to the TCEQ, the construction documents were
prepared by a Texas Licensed Professional Engineer to be in general compliance with the requirements of
30 TAC Chapter 213 and Chapter 217. Therefore, based on the Texas Licensed Professional Engineer's
concurrence of compliance, the planning materials for construction of the proposed sewage collection
system and pollution abatement measures are hereby approved subject to applicable state rules and the
conditions in this letter. The applicant or a person affected may file with the chief clerk a motion for
reconsideration of the executive director's final action on this Edwards Aquifer protection plan. A
motion for reconsideration must be filed no later than 23 days after the date of this approval letter. This
approval expires (2) two yearsfrom the date of this letter unless, prior to the expiration date, more
than 10 percent of constntction has r.nmmenced, or an extension oftime has been requested.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed sewage collection system will consist of 40 linear feet of 8-inch diameter SDR 26 160-psi
pressure rated pipe and joints (ASTM D-2241, ASTM D-3139) and 1,708.02 linear feet of 8-inch diameter
SDR 26 115-psi gravity pipe and joints (ASTM D-3034, ASTM D-3212) for a total of 1,748.02 linear feet.
The proposed sewage collection system will also include 9 manholes, service laterals and appropriate
appurtenances. The proposed sewage collection system will provide service for 36 single-family
residences. The system will be connected to an existing New Braunfels Utilities (NBU) wastewater line
for conveyance to the Gruene Waste Water Treatment Plant for treatment and disposal. The project is
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located within the City of New Braunfels (CONB) and will conform to all applicable codes, ordinances,
and requirements of CONB and NBU.
GEOLOGY
According to the geologic assessment included with the application, the site is located on the Person
Formation. The geologic assessment indicates that one solution cavity (S-I) and four manmade featur~s
were identified on the site within 50 feet of the SCS. The solution cavity was rated as sensitive and the
four manmade features were rated as not sensitive by the project geologist. The San Antonio Regionalj
Office conducted a site assessment on November 29, 2012. The San Antonio Regional Office approveCl
an infiltration test for feature S-1 to better determine feature sensitivity. On January 15,2013, an
infiltration test was conducted by the project geologist to better determine feature sensitivity. The results
of the infiltration test allowed for the reclassification of Feature S-1 to not sensitive.
SPECIAL CONDITIONS
I.

It is emphasized that where wastewater lines must bridge faults, caverns, sinkholes, or solution
features the lines shall be constructed in a manner that will maintain the structural integrity of th ~
pipe. When such sensitive features are encountered, 30 TAC §213.S(f)(2) requires that all regulated
activities near the feature must be immediately suspended and the owner/developer shall
immediately notify the San Antonio Regional Office. Additionally, when such geologic features are
encountered which are bridged by construction, the location and extend of those features must b<t
assessed by a geologist and must be reported to the San Antonio Regional Office in writing withiI) two
working days of discovery as required by 30 TAC §213.S(c)(3)(K). Construction may not resume In
the area of the feature until the executive director has reviewed and approved the methods proposed
to protect the aquifer from any potential adverse impacts. See Standard Condition 10 below.
I

I

II.

By the responsible Engineer's dated signature and seal on the submittal Engineering Design Rep ' rt
attached to this application, all information therein accurately reflects the information requeste
concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards Aquifer in
accordance with the requirements of 30 TAC 213.S(c) and Chapter 217.
STANDARD CONDITIONS

,

1.

Pursuant to Chapter 7 Subchapter C of the Texas Water Code, any violations of the reqUirements, in
30 TAC Chapter 213 may result in administrative penalties.

2.

The holder of the approved Edwards Aquifer protection plan must comply with all provisions of SO
TAC Chapter 213 and all best management practices and measures contained in the approved pl~n.
Additional and separate approvals, permits, registrations and/or authorizations from other TCEQ
Programs (Le., Stormwater, Water Rights, UIC) can be required depending on the specifics oft e
plan.

I

3. In addition to the rules of the Commission, the applicant may also be required to comply with sate
and local ordinances and regulations providing for the protection of water quality.
Prior to Commencement of Construction:
4· All contractors conducting regulated activities at the project location shall be provided a copy 0 this
notice of approval. At least one complete copy ofthe approved SCS plan and this notice of approval
shall be maintained at the project location until all regulated activities are completed.
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5. Modification to the activities described in the referenced SCS application following the date of
approval may require the submittal of a plan to modify this approval, including the payment of
appropriate fees and all information necessary for its review and approval prior to initiating
construction of the modifications.
6. The applicant must provide written notification of intent to commence construction, replacement, or
rehabilitation of the referenced project. Notification must be submitted to the San Antonio Regional
Office no later than 48 hours prior to commencement of the regulated activity. Written notification
must include the date on which the regulated activity will commence, the name of the approved plan
and program ID number for the regulated activity, and the name of the prime contractor with the
name and telephone number of the contact person. The executive director will use the notification to
determine if the approved plan is eligible for an extension.
7. Temporary erosion and sedimentation (E&S) controls, i.e., silt fences, rock berms, stabilized
construction entrances, or other controls described in the approved application, must be installed
prior to construction and maintained during construction. Temporary E&S controls may be removed
when vegetation is established and the construction area is stabilized. The TCEQ may monitor
stormwater discharges from the site to evaluate the adequacy of temporary E&S control measures.
Additional controls may be necessary if excessive solids are being discharged from the site.
During Construction:
8. During the course of regulated activities related to this project, the applicant or his agent shall comply
with all applicable provisions of 30 TAC Chapter 213 and Chapter 217. The applicant shall remain
responsible for the provisions and conditions of this approval until such responsibility is legally
transferred to another person or entity, upon which that person or entity shall assume responsibility
for all provisions and conditions of this approval.
9. If sediment escapes the construction site, the sediment must be removed at a frequency sufficient to
minimize offsite impacts to water quality (e.g., fugitive sediment in street being washed into surface
streams or sensitive features by the next rain). Sediment must be removed from sediment traps or
sedimentation ponds not later than when design capacity has been reduced by 50 percent. Litter,
construction debris, and construction chemicals shall be prevented from becoming stormwater
discharge pollutants.
10.

If any sensitive feature (caves, solution cavities, sink holes, etc.) is discovered during construction, all
regulated activities near the feature must be suspended immediately. The applicant or his agent
must immediately notify the San Antonio Regional Office of the discovery of the feature. Regulated
activities near the feature may not proceed until the executive director has reviewed and approved the
methods proposed to protect the feature and the aquifer from potentially adverse impacts to water
quality. The plan must be sealed, signed, andodated by a Texas Licensed Professional Engineer.

11. The following records shall be maintained by the applicant and made available to the executive
director upon request: the dates trenching activities occur, the dates when construction activities
temporarily or permanently cease on a portion of the site, and the dates when stabilization measures
are initiated and completed.
12. Stabilization measures shall be initiated as soon as practicable in portions of the site where
construction activities have temporarily or permanently ceased, and construction activities will not
resume within 21 days. When the initiation of stabilization measures by the 14th day is precluded by
weather conditions, stabilization measures shall be initiated as soon as practicable.
13. Intentional discharges of sediment laden water during construction are not allowed. If dewatering of
excavated areas becomes necessary, the discharge will be filtered through appropriately selected
temporary best management practices. These may include vegetative filter strips, sediment traps,
rock berms, sit fence rings, etc.
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14.

No part of the system shall be used as a holding tank for a pump-and-haul operation.

After Completion of Construction:
15. Certification by a Texas Licensed Professional Engineer of the testing of sewage collection systems
required by 30 TAC Chapter 213 and Chapter 217 shall be submitted to the San Antonio Regional
Office within 30 days of test completion and prior to the new sewage collection system being put in
service. The certification should include the project name as it appeared on the approved applicati
the program ID number, and two copies of a site plan sheet(s) indicating the wastewater lines that
were tested and are being certified as complying with the appropriate regulations.

0

16. Every five years after the initial certification, the sewage collection system shall be retested. Any Ii es
that fail the test must be repaired and retested. Certification that the system continues to meet the
requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 213 and Chapter 217 shall be submitted to the San Antonio Regional
Office. The certification should include the project name as it appeared on the approved application,
the program ID number and two copies of a site plan sheet(s) indicating the wastewater lines that
were tested and are being certified as complying with the appropriate regulations.
17.

If ownership of this organized sewage collection system is legally transferred (e.g., developer to ciJ, or
Municipal Utility District), the new owner(s) is required to comply with all terms of the approved
Edwards Aquifer protection plan. If the new owner intends to commence any new regulated acti1 ty
on the site, a new Edwards Aquifer protection plan that specifically addresses the new activity must
be submitted to the executive director. Approval of the plan for the new regulated activity by the
executive director is required prior to commencement of the new regulated activity.

18. An Edwards Aquifer protection plan approval or extension will expire and no extension will be
granted if more than 50 percent of the total construction has not been completed within ten years
from the initial approval of a plan. A new Edwards Aquifer protection plan must be submitted to e
San Antonio Regional Office with the appropriate fees for review and approval by the executive
director prior to commencing any additional regulated activities.
This action is taken under authority delegated by the Executive Director of the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality. If you have any questions or require additional information, please contact
Dianne Pavlicek, P.G., ofthe Edwards Aquifer Protection Program of the San Antonio Regional Offic at
210-403-4074

Sincerely,

d~~-Lynn Bumguardner, Water Section Manager
San Antonio Region Office
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality

LBjDPjeg
cc: .

Mr. Stephen Hanz, P.E., HMT Engineering & Surveying
Mr. James C. Klein, P .E., City of New Braunfels
Mr. Thomas H . Hornseth, P.E., Comal County
Mr. Roland Ruiz, Edwards Aquifer Authority
TCEQ Central Records, Building F, MC 212
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Sent email to:gkmeyer@sbcglobal.net
Dianne Pavlicek, P.G.
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program - San Antonio Region
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality

Phone:

210-403-4074

Fax:

210-545-4329

Re: Edwards Aquifer, Comal County
Name of Project: Oakwood Estates Unit 19; Located on Acorn Dr., New
Braunfels, Texas
Plan Type: Request for the Sewage Collection System (SCS); 30 Texas
Administrative Code (TAC) Chapter 213
San Antonio File No. 3089.00
Dear Mr. Hanz:
We are in the process of technically reviewing the SCS you 'submitted on the
above-referenced project. Before we can proceed with our review, the
following comments relating to the application must be addressed.

1.

Additional review of the SCS revealed that TCEQ Form 10243 is outdated
and is not acceptable. An Engineering Design Report (EDR) must be
submitted as described in TCEQ Chapter 217.

2. In the SCS Application, item 5 indicates infiltration/inflow to be 0
gallons/day. Please refer to NBU calculations for infiltration/inflow and
revise accordingly.
3. ASTM D-2241 pipe must be shown on plan and profile sheets. Please
review and revise accordingly.

How is our customer service?
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4. Please review item 24 in the SCS Application and confirm water line
crossings within 9 feet of sewer lines. Note also that these crossings
should be indicated on all plan and profile sheets.
We ask that you submit one original and four copies of the amended materials
to supplement the SCS to this office by no later than 14 days from the date
of this fax to avoid denial of the plan. If the response to this notice is not
received, is incomplete or inadequate, or provides new information that is
incomplete or inadequate, a second notice will be sent to you requiring a
response within 14 days from the notice date. If the response to the second
notice is not received, is incomplete or inadequate, or provides new
information that is incomplete or inadequate, the application will be denied
unless you provide written notification that the application is being withdrawn.
Please note that the application fee will be forfeited if the plan is not
withdrawn. If you have any questions or require additional information, please
contact Dianne Pavlicek, P.G., of the Edwards Aquifer Protection Program of
the San Antonio Regional Office at (210) 403-4074.

How is our customer service?

www.tceq.texas.gov/customersurvey

TCEQ Comments
C - TCEQ Comment
R - HMT Response
C

Add itional review of the SCS revealed that TCEQ Form 10243 is outdated and is not acceptable .
An Engineering Design Report (EOR) must be submitted as described in TCEQ Chapter 217.
R

C

We have completed an EDR .

In the SCS Application, item 5 indicates infiltration/inflow to be 0 gallons/day. Please
refer to NBU calculations for infiltration/inflow and revise accordingly.
R

Infiltration and inflow have been revised to 750 gallons per day in accordance with NBU
specifications.

C

ASTM 0-2241 pipe must be shown on plan and profile sheets.

Please review and revise

accordingly.
R
C

The pipe has been specified on the plan and profile sheet .

Please review item 24 in the SCS application and confirm water line crossings within 9 feet of
sewer lines. Note also that these crossings should be indicated on all plan and profile sheets.
R

These crossings have been updated in the appl ication and confirmed on the plan and
profile sheets.
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5.

Existing and anticipated infiltration/inflow is 750
gallons/day. This will be addressed by
Use of watertight size-on-size connections at the manholes will be used .

6.

A Water Pollution Abatement Plan (WPAP) is required for construction of any associated
commercial , industrial or residential project located on the Recharge Zone .
The WPAP application for this development was approved by letter dated 09/03/1999 .
A copy of the approval letter is attached at the end of this application .
, but
The WPAP application for this development was submitted to the TCEQ on
has not been approved .
A WPAP application is required for an associated project, but it has not been submitted.
There is no associated project requiring a WPAP application.

7.

Pipe description:
Pipe Diameter (Inches)
8"
8"

Linear Feet 1
40
1,708.02

Pipe Material Z
SDR 26
SDR 26

Total Linear Feet

1,748.02

SDR 26

Specifications:!
ASTM-D-2241
ASTM-D-3034

1) Include stub-outs. Do not include private service laterals.
2) If PVC , stat e SDR va lu e.
3) ASTM / ANSI / AWWA specificati on and class numbers should be included.

8.

The following Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) Gruene Waste WaterTreatment
Plant
(name) will receive project wastewater for treatment and disposal. This WWTP is an
EXISTING/PROPOSED (circle one) facility _

9_

All components of this sewage collection system will comply with:

10.

L

The City of
New Braunfels (New Braunfels Utilities)
standard specifications.
Other. Specifications are provided directly behind this page.

L

No force main(s) and/or lift station(s) are associated with this sewage collection system.
A force main(s) and/or lift station(s) is associated with this sewage collection system
and the Lift Station/Force Main System application is included with this application .

ALIGNMENT

11 .

L

There are no deviations from uniform grade in this sewage collection system without
manholes and with open cut construction .

12.

L

Joint Deflection - The maximum allowable joint deflection is the lesser of the following
three alternatives:
L
equal to 5°; or
80% of the manufacturer's recommended maximum deflection ; or
80% of the appropriate ASTM , AWWA, ANSI or nationally-established standard
for joint deflection .

13.

X

There are no deviations from straight alignment in this sewage collection system
without manholes_
ATTACHMENT B - Justification and Calculations for Deviation in Straight
Alignment Without Manholes. Justification for deviations from straight alignment in

TCE Q-0582 (Rev. 10-01- 10 )
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Engineering Design Report
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This Engineering Design Report has been prepared to comply with the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality's Design Criteria for Domestic Wastewater Systems (30 T AC 217), and
regulations over the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone (30 T AC 213). Please note that throughout
this application, the more stringent of NBU or TCEQ regulations shall apply.

PROJECT INFOAAlA TION
Oakwood Estates Unit 19 is a single-family residential development within the Oakwood Estates
development consisting of 36 lots on approximately 14.735 acres. The project is located east of
the intersection of Acorn Dr. and Hannah's Run, in the city limits of the City of New Braunfels
in Comal County, Texas. The site is located entirely over the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone.
Oakwood Estates was permitted by a Water Pollution Abatement Plan (WPAP) entitled
"Oakwood Estates", approved by the 'Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) on
September 3, 1999 (EAPP File No. 1298.00).

The Oakwood Estate Unit-19 Sewage Collection System (SCS) application proposes the
construction of approximately 1,748.02 linear feet (LF) of 8-inch PYC, SDR 26, 115 psi gravity
sewer main. Approximately 40 LF of the total 1,748.02 LF of sewerline is PYC, SDR 26, 160 psi
pressure-rated pipe, to be centered on water/sewer-line crossings. The proposed sanitary sewer
will tie into an existing sewerline.

Regulated activities proposed include excavation,

construction of sewer mains, manholes, backfill, and compaction. Approximately 4.74 acres may
be disturbed, as identified by the fifty-foot (50') SCS/GA envelope shown on the plans. No
onsite, naturally occurring sensitive features were identified in the Geologic Assessmenl.

Approximately 7,560 gallons per day (gpd) of average domestic wastewater flow are estimated
to be generated by this project. Wastewater will be disposed of by conveyance to the existing

Gruene Treatment Plant owned by New Braunfels Utilities (NBU).

Potable water service will also be provided by NBU.

1
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Please refer to sheets 12-14 of the attached sewer plans, which show the proposed service area
and its topographic features. This system is designed to have a minimum structural life of 50
years.

Safety considerations are the responsibility of the contractor.

Safety protection shall be

accomplished in accordance with the most recent requirements of the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) Standards and Interpretations.

GRAVITY SANITARY SEWER PIPING: FLOW & CAPACITY ANALYSIS
Basis for average flow used for design of collection system (check one or more):
Per Capita Contributions:
Service Connections:
Land Area and Use:
Fixture Analysis:

Odor Control
Odor Control is not necessary on this project as it is a gravity line and there will be no condition
in which sewage is standing and wills become septic.

Flow Calculation
Peaking Factor used for design:
Peaking Factor is based on:

NBU Peak Water Demand/Average Water Demand
(NBU 2.9.2.A.l.c)

Total EDUs 36= (proposed alld II/till/ate collditiolls)

I EDU=21O gallons per day (0I1erage sewage./low)

=525 gallolls per day (peak flow)
Infiltration

=750 gallons per acre served

2
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Average Flow= [36 ED Us x (210 gpd/EDU]
=7,560 gpd
=7,560 gpd /1440 min/day = 5.25 gpm
Peakflow = (18 + ( 0.0206 :;: F) 1\ 0.5)/(4 + (0.0206

* F) 1\ 0.5) * F + 750 gal/day /1440 * Acres

* # EDU/1440
F = 210 * 3611440 = 5.25 gpm
F = 210

Q = (18+(0.0206*5.25) 1\0.5)/(4 + (0.0206

* 5.25) 1\ 0.5) * 5.25 + 750/1440 * 14.735

Q = 29.90gpm

Please note that capacities are detennined lIsing Manning's equation for

pipe~

Howing full with

an "n" value of 0.013. A reference for Manning's Equation can be found in 'The Uni-Bell
Handbook of PVC Pipe: Design and Constmction".

Capacity Calculation
Characteristics of 8" ASTM D3034, SDR 26, PVC Sewer Pipe:
Nominal Size 8"
Outer Diameter (Do) = 8.40"
Minimum Wall Thickness

0)

=0.323"

Inner Diameter (OJ) 7.75"

Characteristics of 8"ASTM 2241, Class 160, SDR 26, PVC Sewer Pipe:
Nominal Size =8"
Outer Diameter (Do) = 8.625"
Minimum Wall Thickness (t) = 0.332"
lnner Diameter CD,) = 7.961"

Manning's Equatioll:

Q = (k/n)(A)( R2J3)(SI12)
v

= QlA

Where:
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Q = Discharge (cfs)
k = COllstant [( 1.49 ftl/3)lsec.]
n

= Mallning '.'I roughness coefficient (llIlitless)

A = Flow area (Ii)
R = Hydraulic Radius (jt)
= AlP = Cross sectiollal area offlow (ft 2 )lWetted perimeter (ft.)

S

= Slope ift/ft)

V = Velocity

(~rtlow

((tIs)

n = 0.013 [as required by 30 TAC 213.53 A(i)]

Calculations for 8" ASTM D3034, SDR 26, PVC Sewer Pipe:
2

A = 7f(D/Y4= 7[(7. 75in/14=47.17 in =0. 33p2

p = 7[ (D i )

= 7[(7.75 in) =24.35 ill =2.03ft
2

R= A/P=0.33ji 12. 03 ft. =0.16ft

S = 0.005

Q = [(l.49ft l/3Isec.)/O. 013](0.33ft2 )(0.l6ftF3(O. 005)112
Q = 0.79 tits 355 gplll =QJitll
v

= 0.79 cIsI0.33ft2=2.39jtls

Qnwx = 0.79 cIs (0.90) (7.48 gallollsl1 cj)(60 seC/1min.) =319 gpm

Calculations for 8" ASTM224-1, Class 160, SDR 26, PVC Sewer Pipe.:
2

.

J

A = 7[(Di )14 = 7[(7. 96llll,tI4=49. 76

.

III

2

?

=0.35fr

p = 7[(Di} = 7f(7. 961 ill) =25.01 in =2. 08fi
2
R =AIP = 0.35.fi 12. 08 ft. =0.17ft

S = 0.005

Q =[( J.49ft l/3 Isec)IO.
Q

013](0. 35f(2)(0. 17JtF3(0.005)'f2

= 0.R7 (is 390 gpm =Q{1I1l

v = 0.R7 cfsJ0.35jt2=2.49jtls
Qm(lx = 0.87 cIs (0.90)(7.48 gal/ollsl1 ci)(60 seC/1mill.) =351 gpm

1:I~jii1

_ .-
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Minimum Area Hydraulic R

Diameter Slop

Radius

(ft)

S

Q-

Max Velocity QFull Pipe
Max
(ftls)
(%)
(cfs)
(gpm)

Size (in)

(in)

8

8.40

10.50

0.33

0.16

0.29 0.063 0.79

90

2.39

319

8

8.625

0.50

0.35

0.17

0.31 0.063 0.87

90

2.49

351

(AlP)

Conclusion
The proposed 8" pipe (lIS and 160 psi) with a minimum slope of 0.50% has sufficient capacity
to convey the projected average and peak flows.

GENERAL STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS
Project Materials (Pipe and Joints):
Nominal
Diameter

Pipe Liner Feet

Pipe Material

(10)

National
National
Standard
Standard
Specification for Pipe Joints
Pipe Material

for

8

1,708.02

PVCSDR 26

ASTMD3034

8

40

PVCSDR26

2241, ASTMD3139
ASTM
Class 160

ASTM D3212

Note: Section 217.53 (j)(4) requires a minimum pipe diameter of 6 inches for all gravity sanitary
sewer collection system piping.

Watertight, size on size resilient connectors conforming to ASTM C-923 have been specified for
connecting pipe to manholes.

Where a colleclion system parallels a water supply pipe and a nine-foot separation distance
cannot be achieved, Section 217.53 (d)(3 )(A)(i) requires a collection system pipe be constructed
of ca">t iron, ductile iron, or PVC meeting ASTM specifications with at least a ISO pounds per
square inch (psi) rating for both the pipe and joints. The proposed project will comply with these
requirements.

1:I~ill

5
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Project Materials (Bedding):
The specified bedding will comply with ASTM D2321-ll Class I, II or III for materials and
densification. A minimum of 6 inches of bedding is required for all pipe.

Pipe Diameter (in)

Pipe Material

Bedding Class

8

PVC

Class I

The selection of bedding class is based on NBU standard notes for sanitary sewer pipe laid in a
trench. Initial backfill for the pipe size shown above will be Class I. Secondary backfill will be
Class ill.

Project Materials (Manholes):
Section 217.55 (f) prohibits the use of bricks

to

adjust a manhole cover to grade or construct a

manhole. The proposed project will comply with this requirement.

The inside diameter of a manhole must be no less than 48 inches. Section 217.55 (n) requires
watertight, size-on-size resilient connectors that allow for differential settlement and must
conform to American Society for Testing and Materials C-923. The proposed project complies
with this requirement.

Under 30 TAC 2l3.5(C)(3)(A), all manholes over the Recharge Zone must be watertight, with
watertight rings and covers. The proposed project complies with this requirement.

The mateIials specified for manhole construction are precast concrete.

Project Materials (Manhole Covers):
Manhole covers must be constructed of impervious materials. If personnel entry is required, a
minimum 30-inch diameter clear opening must be provided. Inclusion of steps in a manhole is
prohibited.

[f

a manhole must be located within a 100-year flood plain then a means of

preventing inflow is required. A manhole cover that is located in a roadway must meet or exceed

6

It
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the American Association of State Highways and Transportation Officials Standard M-306 for
load bearing.

Minimum and Maximum Slopes
Note: All pipes are designed with a slope that will provide a velocity of at least 2 ftls flowing
full, as calculated using Manning's equation with an "n" value of 0.013. Additionally, the
collection system is designed to ensure that, with pipes flowing full, the velocities will be less
than 10 feet per second.

The following are the minimum and maximum slopes designed for this project for each pipe
diameter:
Pipe Diameter:

L

Min. Slope: 1.26% Max. Slope: 8.40%

Backfill
Note: The backfill will be free of stones greater than 6 inches in diameter and free of organic or
any other unstable material.

Trenching
Note: The trench width will be minimized while still allowing adequate width for proper
compaction of backfill, and while still ensuring that at least 6 inches of backfill exists below and
on each side of the pipe. The trench walls will be vertical to at least one foot above the pipe.

Trenching will occur over the Recharge Zone and will comply with 30 TAC 213.5 .

Minimum and Maximum Trench Width
Based on NBU Standard Drawing 430 and 30 TAC 217 .54:

Pipe Diameter: 8" (115 psi) Min. Trench Width: 20" Max. Trench Width: 32"
Pipe Diameter: 8" (160 psi) Min. Trench Width: 21" Max . Trench Width: 33"

7
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Corrosion Prevention
Proposed collection system components (pipes, manholes, etc.) will not be susceptible to
deterioration through the corrosive effects of an anaerobic sewage environment. The interior of
the manholes, however, are to be coated with a NBU approved sewer structural coating per NBU
Water & Wastewater Design Criteria 2.9.3.D.4. The epoxy coating on the interior waJls of the
manhole provide interior corrosion protection.

Manholes (General)
Note: Manholes are provided at all changes in size, grade or alignment of pipe, at the intersection
of all pipes and at the end of all lines that may be extended at a future date. A clean-out with
watertight plugs may be installed instead of a manhole if no extensions are anticipated. Clean
outs must pass all testing requirements outlined for gravity collection pipes.

The project complie with the maximum manhole spacing allowed by the TCEQ:

Pipe Diameter (in)

Max. Manhole Spacing (ft)

6-15

500

18-30

800

36-48

1000

54 or larger

2000

Manhole Spacing:
Pipe Diameter: .;:;.,8''_____ Max . Spacing: 381.45 L.F.

Manholes (Inverts)
The boltom of a manhole must contain a U-shaped channel which is a smooth continuation of the
inlet and outlet pipes. The bench above the channel must be sloped a minimum of 0.5 inches per
foot. See NBU detail 328 which complies with these requirements. Note, a manhole connected to

8
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a pipe less than 15 inches in diameter must have a channel depth equal to at least half the largest
pipe's diameter.

Manholes (Ventilation)
Watertight manholes are not proposed for this SCS. All manholes that lie within the 100-yr
floodplain have rim elevations above the 100-yr water surface as defined by a HEC-RAS study
performed for Oakwood Estates Unit 18.

Reduction of Inflow
Connection of storm water or roof drains to the sewage collection system

IS

prohibited

10

accordance with 30 TAC 217 .550)(6).

FLEXIBLE PIPE COMPUTATIONS
Please note, all flexible pipe computations are based on engineering principles and practices for
the design of buried PVC pipe systems. Equations used can be found in "The Uni-Bell PVC Pipe
Association Handbook of PVC Pipe: Design and Construction" and Buried Pipe Design, 3
Edition by Moser and Folkman. Please note, the equations used may be in a different format than
shown in the Uni-Bell Handbook or Buried Pipe Design, 3 Edition. Throughout this application
"160 psi" pipe refers to the pressure rating of the ASTM 2241, Class 160, SDR 26 pipe used at
water/sewer crossings.

Live Load Calculations
No influence of live loads on the performance of the SCS is anticipated. The average burial
depth for this line is such that the influence of live loads is negligible.

Bucking Pressure Calculations
This area of the Edwards Aquifer is unsaturated; consequently,

~here

are no anticipated areas

where sewer pipe will be placed below the water table. The value of hw

= 0 as there will be no

height or time period of perched water or groundwater above the pipe crowns of the proposed
sewer line. No geotechnical borings were done for this line.

_

I:h~ill
............
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The value of H for use in these calculations is ten (10) feet as it is the maximum burial depth for
this line. The value of 'Ys equals 120 pef is a conservative value based data from previous units.
This value is conservative as it corresponds to saturated unit weights of commonly used backfill
materials.

Allowable Buckling Pressure:
(Equation 1)

Qa

= 0.4 * ~ 32 * 1 * 0.40 '" 400 * (400,000 * .0028 I 8.073 ) = 40.47 psi (ASTM 3034)

Qa

= 0.4 * ~ 32 * 1 * 0.40 * 400 * (400,000 * .003018.293 )

(Equation 2)
RII • = 1 - 0.33

= 40.23 psi (ASTM 2241)

* (hll·1 h)

R , = 1-0.33 *(01120)
"

=1

(Equation 3)
B' 1 1(1 + 4

* e 'O.r)65 ~1I)

B' = 11(1 + 4

* e ' O.065 "Jo) = 0.32

=

(Equation 4)
1= ((3 I 12) * (inches" I linear inch)

1= (0.323 3 112)

* (inclie/ I linear inch) = 0.0028 ill-ilill (ASTM 3034)

1= (0.323 3 I 12)

* (illches-i Ilillear inch) = 0.0030 ill"lill (ASTM 2241)

(Equation 5)
D = Do - (

D = 8.40 inches - 0.323 inches = 8.08 inches (ASTM 3034)
D

= 8.625 incizes- 0.332 illches = 8.29 indies (AS1M 3034)

Where:
qa = allowable buckling pressure, pounds per square inch (psi)

10
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h = height of soil surface above top of pipe in inches (in)
hw

= height of water surface above top of pipe in inches (in) (groundwater elevation)

Rw = Water buoyancy factor. If hw ~ O,Rw ~ 1. If 0 ~ hw ~ h h (groundwater elevation is
between the top of the pipe and the ground surface), calculate Rw with Equation 2

=Depth of burial in feet (ft) from ground surface to crown of pipe.

H

B = Empirical coefficient of elastic SUpp0l1
Eb
E

= modulus of soil reaction for the bedding material (psi)

= modulus of ela.'iticity of the pipe material (psi)

= moment of inertia of the pipe wall cross section per linear inch of pipe, inch 4 !lineal
J
inch = inch • For solid wall pipe, "I" can be calculated with Equation 4

I

l

= pipe structural wall thickness (in)

= mean pipe diameter (in)
Du = pipe outer diameter (in)

D

Pressure Under Installed Conditions
(Equation 6)

* (Wei D) + LI

q"

= YHo

q"

= 0.0361 * 10*12 + 1 * (69.9418.08) + 0 = 12.99 psi (ASTM 3034)

'~

h". + R,•.

q" = 0.0361

* 10*12 + 1 * (71.851R.29) + 0 =

13.00 psi (ASTM 2241)

Where:
qp

= pressure applied to pipe under installed conditions (psi)

)'W

= 0.0361

pounds per cubic inch (pci), specific weight of water

We = vertical soil load on the pipe per unit length in pounds per linear inch Ob/in)
LI

= Live load
(Equation 7)

We- = )lit' * H

* (D+t)1144

We= 120*10*(8.08+0.323)1144 =70.031hlill (ASTM 3034)

We = 120*}0* (8.29+0.332)1144

= 71.85 1hlin

(ASTM 2241)

= specific weight of soil in pounds per cubic foot (pcf)
D =means pipe diameter (in)
y,

_ 0

11
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Pipe Diameter: 8"(115 psi) Pipe Material: PVC, SDR 26 ASTM 3034 qa: 40.47 qp: 12.99
Pipe Diameter: 8"060 psi) Pipe Material: PVC, SDR 26 ASTM 2241 qa: 40.23 qp,: 13.00

Since qa2: qp, the specified pipe is acceptable for the proposed installation.

Installation Temperature Effects
Flexible pipe will be installed under favorable ambient conditions, per pipe manufacturer's
specifications.

Tensile Strength
The information below is from "The Uni-Bell Handbook of PVC Pipe: Design and Construction"
Table 2.1 pages 14-15. This applies to all PVC SDR-26 pipe.

Pipe Material: PVC SDR-26

Tensile Strength: 7,000

Cell Class (PVC only) 12454

Pipe Material: ___ Tensile Strength: _ _ _ Cell Class (PVC only) _ _

Strain
The conditions of this installation are such that strain-related failure will not be a problem. Strain
is generally not a performance-limiting factor for buried PVC pipe or a design-limiting criterion
for PVC pipes according to the Uni-Bell Handbook of PVC Pipe (Chapter VII, Pages 255 and
257). As pipe deflection will be below 5%, strain-related failure is not anticipated.

Modulus of Soil Reaction
The modulus of soil reaction for the bedding material, Eb. is 700 psi.

This value was determined using the "Table 1: Soil Classification Chart"

and

"Table 2: Soil

Classes" from ASTM D2321-1 1 and "Average Values of Modulus of Soil Reaction, E" Table 3
from "The Uni-Bell Handbook of PVC Pipe: Design and Construction".

Based on NBU

standard notes, Class III material was chosen. As the secondary backfill (Class III) has a lower
Modulus of Soil Reaction than initial backfill (Class I), its value was used in the calculations that
follow. Class IlIon Table 2 corresponds to coarse grained soils with fines (GM, GC, SM or SC)

12
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and sandy or gravelly fine-grained soils (CL or ML). On Table 7.3, coarse-grained soils with
fines at a slight compaction have an E equal to 400 psi.

The modulus of soil reaction for the in-situ soil, E'n, is 2,000 psi

This value was determined using the "Table 1: Soil Classification Chart" and "Table 2: Soil
Classes" from ASTM D 2321-11 and "Average Values of Modulus of Soil Reaction, E" Table
7.3 from "The Uni-Bell Handbook of PVC Pipe: Design and Construction" attached in Appendix
A of this subsection. Based on NBU standards, Class I material was chosen which includes
crushed rock as shown on Table 2. Compacted crushed rock on Table 7.3 has an E' equal to
3,000 psi. Values in Table 7.3 are based on empirical data and derived from laboratory and field
tests for buried pipe.

Bedding to in-situ soil modulus of soil reaction ratio =Eb/E'n = 700 psil2,OOO psi = 0.35

Zeta Calculation
Where native soil is significantly weaker than bedding material, or where predicted deflection
approaches 5%, the effect of native soil must be quantified using Leonhardt's Zeta factor. If the
ratio of bedding modulus to soil modulus in not equal to 1.0, a zeta factor must be calculated by
using the equations below. Zeta is a factor which corrects for the effect of in-situ soil on pipe
stability (Uni-Bell Handbook of Pipe, page 267). To calculate zeta, directly use the formulas
below. The calculations that are done to determine the zeta factors for the different pipe
diameters must be included with this submittal.

zeta=

1.44
f+( 1.44hf) * (Et/EII)

zeta=

1.44
=1.11 (8" PVC SDR 26,115 psi)
1.22 +( 1.44-1.22)*(0.35)

(Equation 9)

zeta=
1.44
=1.11 (8" PVC SDR 26, 160 psi)
1.22+( 1.44-1.22)*(0.35)

13
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(Eqllation 10)

b/da-l)
1. 154+0.444*(b/dll-1 )

34/8.40-1
=1.22(8"PVC,SDR 26,115 psi)
1.154+0.444 *934/8.40-1 )

j=
35/8.625-1
=1.22 (8"PVc' SDR 26,160 psi
1.154+0.444*(35/8.625-1 )
Where:
f = pipe/trench width coefficient
b = trench width (in)
da

= pipe diameter (in)

Eh = modulus of soil reaction for the bedding material (psi)
E'n = modulus of soil reaction for the in-situ soil (psi)

Pipe Diameter: 8"(115 psi)

Trench Width:

~

Zeta: 1.11

Pipe Diameter: 8"(160 psi)

Trench Width:

~

Zeta: 1.11

Pipe Stiffness
Ps is based on National Reference Standards and manufacturer's data. Please see Table 7.1 of the
"The Uni-Bell I-Iandbook of PVC Pipe: Design and Construction" listing the pipe stiffness of 8"
PVC SDR 26, 115 psi as E AOO,OOO psi.

Pipe Diameter:

~

Pipe Material: PVC SDR 26

Deflection
Maximum aJlowable det1ection in instaJled lines is 5£,k, as determined by the det1ection analysis
and verified by a mandrel test. It is recommended that the percent of vertical deflection is below
this range; however, a 7.57(' deflection limit (recommended by ASTM 03034) provides a
conservative factor of safety against structural failure (Handbook of PVC Pipe, page 249).

!o:.Y!D(o/c) =
K*(Lt!±.LJ)'l'lOO
(0.149*P,,)+(0.061 *z.eta *Eb )

(Eqllation 11)

14
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=

(0.110)(8.33)*100
=1.42%for8" 160 psi pipe
0./49* 1 15)+(0.061 *1.11 *700)

(0.110)(8.33)*100
=1.42%for 8" 160 psi pipe
YID(%) =
(0.149*115 )+(0.061 *1.11 *700)
(Equation 12)

Lp= 120*10= 8.33 psi

144
~

Ys

= Predicted 0/( vertical deflection under load
= Change in vertical pipe diameter under load
= Undetlected mean pipe diameter (in)
= Bedding angle constant
= Unit weight of soil (pcf)

H

= Depth of burial (ft) from ground surface to crown of pipe

Lp

=

YID
Y

D

K

Prism load (psi)

Type of Pipe Material

Ps
(psi)

Zeta
Factor Eb
or (psi)
Assumed
, Calculated

%

Deflection

Pipe Diameter 1

8" PVC SDR 26 (115 psi)

115

1.11

700

1.42

Pipe Diameter 2

8" PVC SDR 26 (160 psi)

115

1.11

700

1.42

All pipe proposed for this project have a maximum predicted deflection of less than 5.0~
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TEXAS COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Protecting Texas by Reducing and Preventing Pollution

October 19, 2012

ECEIVED
OCT 2 4 2012

Mr. Thomas H. Hornseth, P.E.
Comal County Engineer
195 David Jonas Drive
New Braunfels TX 78132-3710
Re:

COLIN IT ENGINEER.

Edwards Aquifer, Comal County
PROJECT NAME: Oakwood Estates Unit 19, located at the dead end of Acorn Drive off
Oakwood Boulevard, New Braunfels, Texas
PLAN TYPE: Application for Approval of a Sewage Collection System Plan (SCS) 30
Texas Administration Code (TAC) Chapter 213; Edwards Aquifer Protection Program
EAPP File No.: 3089.00

Dear Mr. Hornseth:
The referenced application is being forwarded to you pursuant to the Edwards Aquifer Rules.
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) is required by 30 TAC Chapter 213 to
provide copies of all applications to affected incorporated cities and underground water
conservation districts for their comments prior to TCEQ approval.
Please forward your comments to this office by November 19,2012.
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality appreciates your assistance in this matter and
your compliance efforts to ensure protection ofthe State's environment. If you or members of
your staff have any questions regarding these matters, please feel free to contact the San Antonio
Region Office at (210) 490-3096.
Sincerely

~~~
Todd Jones
Water Section Work Leader
San Antonio Regional Office
TJ/eg

TCEQ Region 13 • 14250 Judson Rd .• San Antonio, Texas 78233-4480 • 210-490-3096 • Fax 210-545-4329
Austin Headquarters: 512-239-1000 • tceq.texas.gov • How is our customer service? tceq.texas.gov/customersurvey
printed on recycled paper

Oakwood Estates
Unit-I'
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General Information Form
For Regulated Activities on the
Edwards Aquifer Recharge and Transition Zones
and Relating to 30 TAC §213.4(b) & §213.5(b)(2)(A), (B)
Effective June 1, 1999

REG ULATED ENTITY NAME: _ _O=A'-'-'KWc..:.:...:..=O=O=D--==E=S::....:.T..:....:A:....:...T=ES=..;::U"'-'N"'--'IT~N~I~N=E:....:...T=E=EN:...!...-_ _ _ __
COUNTY:
COMAL
STREAM BASIN: Tributary of Bleiders Creek
EDWARDS AQUIFER:

L

PLAN TYPE:

WPAP
LSCS

RECHARGE ZONE
TRANSITION ZONE
AST
UST

EXCEPTION
MODIFICATION

CUSTOMER INFORMATION

1.

Customer (Applicant):
Contact Person:
Entity:
Mailing Address:
City, State:
Telephone:

Greg Meyer
Sole Proprietor
259 East Torrey
~N-=.e..:.,:w--=B=r..::;;a=u:....;.;nf""e.:..::lsCl... ...;.,T.:....;X'--_____ Zip: 78130
=83=0~-=51~5~-9=9~8=3~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ FAX:~N=/A~_ _ _ ____
Email: gkmeyer@sbcglobal.net
Agent/Representative (If any):

•

Contact Person:
Entity:
Mailing Address:
City, State:
Telephone:
2.

L

Stephen Hanz. P.E.
HMT Engineering & Surveying
410 N. Seguin Ave _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.:. . :N:. : .e. :.,:w--=B=r..: ; a=u:. .:.;nf""e.:. : ls:.J.,'- =-T..:...;X'--_____ Zip: 78130
=83=0'--6=2=5:.....;-8~5=5.=5_________ FAX: 830-625-8556

This project is inside the city limits of _ _---'-'N=e..:.,:w--=B=r..::;;a=u""'nf""e.:.:;:ls'---_ _ _ _ _ __
This project is outside the city limits but inside the ETJ (extra-territorial jurisdiction) of
This project is not located within any city's limits or ETJ.

3.

The location of the project site is described below. The description provides sufficient detail
and clarity so that the TCEQ's Regional staff can easily locate the project and site boundaries
for a field investigation.
Beginning at TCEQ San Antonio regional office. Head SE on Judson Rd. turn left on IH 35.
Take exit 184 Loop TX 337. Turn left onto TX 337. Turn Right onto Oakwood Blvd. Turn left
on Acorn Dr. Project will be at the dead-end of Acorn Dr.

..

I

4.

L

ATTACHMENT A - ROAD MAP. A road map showing directions to and the location of
the project site is attached at the end of this form .

5.

L

ATTACHMENT B - USGS / EDWARDS RECHARGE ZONE MAP. A copy of the
official 7 112 minute USGS Quadrangle Map (Scale: 1" = 2000') of the Edwards
Recharge Zone is attached behind this sheet. The map(s) should clearly show:

TCEQ·0587 (Rev. 10·01-10)
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l
l

Project site.
USGS Quadrangle I\lame(s).
Boundaries of the Recharge Zone (and Transition Zone, if applicable).
Drainage path from the project to the boundary of the Recharge Zone.

6.

L

Sufficient sUNey staking is provided on the project to allow TCEQ regional staff to
locate the boundaries and alignment of the regulated activities and the geologic or
manmade features noted in the Geologic Assessment. The TCEQ must be able to
inspect the project site or the application will be returned.

7.

L

ATTACHMENT C - PRO..IECT DESCRIPTION . Attached at the end of this form is a
detailed narrative description of the proposed project.

8.

Existing project site conditions are noted below:
Existing commercial site
Existing industrial site
Existing residential site
Existing paved and/or unpaved roads
Undeveloped (Cleared)
L
Undeveloped (Undisturbed/Uncleared)
Other:

---------------------------

PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES

•

9.

L

I am aware that the following activities are prohibited on the Recharge Zone and are
not proposed for this project:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

10.

L

waste disposal wells regulated under 30 TAC Chapter 331 of this title (relating
to Underground Injection Control);
new feedlot/concentrated animal feeding operations, as defined in 30 TAC
§213.3;
land disposal of Class I wastes, as defined in 30 T AC §335.1 ;
the use of sewage holding tanks as parts of organized collection systems; and
new municipal solid waste landfill facilities required to meet and comply with
Type I standards which are defined in §330.41 (b), (c), and (d) of this title
(relating to Types of Municipal Solid Waste Facilities).

I am aware that the following activities are prohibited on the Transition Zone and are
not proposed for this project:
(1)
(2)
(3)

waste disposal wells regulated under 30 TAC Chapter 331 (relating to
Underground Injection Control);
land disposal of Class I wastes, as defined in 30 TAC §335.1 ; and
new municipal solid waste landfill facilities required to meet and comply with
Type I standards which are defined in §330.41 (b), (c), and (d) of this title.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

~
I

11 .

The fee for the plan(s) is based on:
For a Water Pollution Abatement Plan and Modifications, the total acreage of the site
where regulated activities will occur.

TCEQ-0587 (Rev 10-01-10)
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12.

Application fees are due and payable at the time the application is filed. If the correct fee is
not submitted, the TCEO is not required to consider the application until the correct fee is
submitted. Both the fee and the Edwards Aquifer Fee Form have been sent to the
Commission's:

l

•

For an Organized Sewage Collection System Plans and Modifications, the total linear
footage of all collection system lines .
For a UST Facility Plan or an AST Facility Plan, the total number of tanks or piping
systems.
A request for an exception to any substantive portion of the regulations related to the
protection of water quality.
A request for an extension to a previously approved plan.

TCEO cashier
Austin Regional Office (for projects in Hays, Travis, and Williamson Counties)
San Antonio Regional Office (for projects in Bexar, Comal, Kinney, Medina, and Uvalde
Counties)

13.

l

Submit one (1) original and one (1) copy of the application , plus additional copies as
needed for each affected incorporated city, groundwater conservation district, and
county in which the project will be located. The TCEO will distribute the additional
copies to these jurisdictions . The copies must be submitted to the appropriate regional
office.

14.

l

No person shall commence any regulated activity until the Edwards Aquifer Protection
Plan(s) for the activity has been filed with and approved by the Executive Director.

To the best of my knowledge , the responses to this form accurately reflect all information requested
concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards Aquifer. This
GENERAL INFORMATION FORM is hereby submitted for TCEO review. The application was
prepared by:
~""''\
OF rJ:"~~\

,.. *.. .
--1€.

Stephen Hanz, P.E.
Print Name of Customer/Agent

SignatreOfCustomeri'Agent

7

--f:;)'\~"""""~8 '.
~*/
....

*"

\*'~
'-'*.:
... :...............................

~ STEPHEN WADE HANZ i
-:/
t...................................
.
. ",

,

,.~.... 95422 ./~~
a.o~;:~!.CENS~"J··~~«;,#
',<"'ss ......... ~~~--

..._

'\,~,N "'''::~

If you have questions on how to fill out this form or about the Edwards Aquifer protection program, please contact us at 210/490
3096 for projects located in the San Antonio Region or 5121339-2929 for projects located in the Austin Region.
Individuals are entilled to request and review their personal information that the agency gathers on its forms. They may also have any errors
in their information corrected. To review such information, contact us at 5121239-3282 .
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GENERAL INFORMATION

ATTACHMENT "C"
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project is a 36 lot single family subdivision to be located in the Oakwood Estates
Development in the City of New Braunfels. This subdivision will be located within the
New Braunfels Utility service area. Approximately 1,748.02 linear feet of 8" wastewater
lines will be constructed with this project. The construction plans and required
applications are hereby submitted for review. A copy of the approved Water Pollution
Abatement Plan Letter is hereby attached. This approval was granted on September 3,
1999 and construction of this development has been ongoing since that date .

•

-

•

Geologic Assessment
For Regulated Activities
on The Edwards Aquifer Recharge/transition Zones
and Relating to 30 TAC §213 .5(b)(3) , Effective June 1, 1999
REGULATED ENTITY NAME: _ _-=O;..::a::..:...;k=w....:;o-=-o=d-=E=s=ta=te.=..;s~-=U.:. .;.n.:. :. it..:....N:..:..:in..:..:e:..:.te::::..;e=n..:-_ _ _ _ _ _ __
TYPE OF PROJECT:

WPAP

LOCATION OF PROJECT:

x

AST

-.L Recharge Zone

SCS

UST

Transition Zone

_

Contributing Zone within
the Transition Zone

PROJECT INFORMATION
1.

X

Geologic or manmade features are described and evaluated using the attached

GEOLOGIC ASSESSMENT TABLE .
2.

Soil cover on the project site is summarized in the table below and uses the SCS Hydrologic
Soil Groups* (Urban Hydrology for Small Watersheds, Technical Release No. 55, Appendix A,
Soil Conservation Service, 1986). If there is more than one soil type on the project site, show
each soil type on the site Geologic Map or a separate soils map.
Group
*
Soil
(Abbreviated)

Soil Units, Infiltration
Characteristics & Thickness

•

Definitions

Soil Name

Group*

Thickness
(feet)

Rumple-Comfort
Assoc. (RUD)

C

1.6-3 .0

B. Soils having a moderate infiltration
rate when thoroughly wetted.

Comfort (CrD)

0

1.08

c. Soils having a slow infiltration rate
when thoroughly wetted .

A. Soils having a high infiltration rate

when thoroughly wetted .

D. Soils having a very slow infiltration
rate when thoroughly wetted .

3.

X

A STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMN is attached at the end of this form that shows
formations, members, and thicknesses. The outcropping un it should be at the top of
the stratigraphic column.

4.

X

A NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF SITE SPECIFIC GEOLOGY is attached at the end
of this form . The description must include a discussion of the potential for fluid
movement to the Edwards Aquifer, stratigraphy, structure, and karst characteristics of
the site.

5.

X

Appropriate SITE GEOLOGIC MAP(S) are attached :
The Site Geologic Map must be the same scale as the applicant's Site Plan .
minimum scale is 1" : 400'

•

Applicant's Site Plan Scale
Site Geologic Map Scale
Site Soils Map Scale (if more than 1 soil type)

TCEQ-0585 (Rev. 10-01 -10)

1" = 50'
1" = 50'
1" = 50'
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The

6.

•

Method of collecting positional data:
.lL Global Positioning System (GPS) technology.
X
Other method(s) .

7.

X

The project site is shown and labeled on the Site Geologic Map.

8.

X

Surface geologic units are shown and labeled on the Site Geologic Map.

9.

.lL

10.
11.

N/A

Geologic or manmade features were discovered on the project site during the field
investigation. They are shown and labeled on the Site Geologic Map and are
described in the attached Geologic Assessment Table .
Geologic or manmade features were not discovered on the project site during the field
investigation .
The Recharge Zone boundary is shown and labeled, if appropriate.

All known wells (test holes, water, oil, unplugged, capped and/or abandoned, etc.):

X

There are _(#) wells present on the project site and the locations are shown and
labeled . (Check all of the following that apply.)
The wells are not in use and have been properly abandoned .
The wells are not in use and will be properly abandoned .
The wells are in use and comply with 16 TAC Chapter 76.
There are no wells or test holes of any kind known to exist on the project site.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

•

12.

X

Submit one (1) original and one (1) copy of the application, plus additional copies as
needed for each affected incorporated city, groundwater conservation district, and
county in which the project will be located. The TCEQ will distribute the additional
copies to these jurisdictions. The copies must be submitted to the appropriate regional
office.

Date(s) Geologic Assessment was performed:

4/15/08
Date(s)

To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information requested
concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards Aquifer. My
signature certifies that I am qualified as a geologist as defined by 30 TAC Chapter 213.
512-295-2307
Telephone

~o/ZO/7.--

Fax

Date

•

If you have questions on how to fill out this fonn or about the Edwards Aquifer protection program, please contact us at 210/490·
3096 for projects located in the San Antonio Region or 512/339·2929 for projects located in the Austin Region.
Individuals are entitled to request and review their personal information that the agency gathers on its forms , They may also have any errors
in their information corrected, To review such information , contact us at 51 2/239·3282,

TCEQ·0585 (Rev, 10·01 · 10)
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IGEOLOGIC ASSESSMENT TABLE

I

LOCATION
lC·

16·

1A
FEATURE 10

LATITUDE

LO M)ITUOE

2A
FEATURE
TYPE

26

Oakwood Estates - Unit Nineteen
PROJECT NAME:
I
FEATURE CHARACTERISTICS
EVALUATION PHYSICAL SETTING
4

3

POiNTS

FORMATION

OIMeNSrONS (FEE.T)

X

S-1
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-5

29.722917

·98. ' 33133

SC

MB
MB
MB
MB

20
30
30
30
30

Kep
Kep
Kep
Kep
Kep

S

Y

4

TRENO

I[J(GREESI

Z

6

7

DENSl TY

APERTURE
IFEETI

SA

8

"

INOIFTI

8A

86

10

9

INFILL

INFIl.TRAT ION

TOTAL

SENSITI VITY

RATE

<40

10

0

1 1.5 N43°E 10

11

RELATIVE

10

40
30
30
30
30

30
30
30
30

>40

12

CATCHMENT AREA
(ACRES)

< 1.6

40 <1.6
<1.6
<1.6

~

Hillside
Hillside
Hillside
>1.6 Floodplair
>1 .6 Floodplair

• DATUM'
2A TYPE

2B POINTS

TYPE

8A INFILLING

C

Cave

30

N

None. exposed bedrock

SC

Solution cavity

20

C

Coarse - cobbles . breakdown . sand . gravel

SF

Solution-enlarged fracture( s)

20

0

Loose or soft mud or soil . organics, leaves. slicks, dark cclors

F

Fault

20

F

Fines, ccmpacted clay-rich sediment, soil profile , gray or red colors

0

Other natural bedrock fea tures

5

V

Vegetation. Give details in narrative description

MB

Manmade feature in bedrock

30

FS

Flowstone. cements, cave deposits

SW

Swallow hole

30

X

Other materials

SH

Sinkhole

20

CD

Non-karst closed depression

5

Z -__ __ Zone, clustered or aligned featu res ___ _____ 30
c
~~~~~~~~~~

~

12 TOPOGRAPHY

Cliff, Hillto , Hillside, Draina

I have read , I understood, and I have followed the Texas Comm iss ion on En vi ron menta l Quality's In structions to Geologists. The

Date
Sheet

TCEQ-0585-Table (Rev. 10-01-04)
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Soils Narrative
Oakwood Estates - Unit Nineteen
New Braunfels, Texas
The soil series mapped at the site are assigned to the Rumple-Comfort association
(RUD) and the Comfort Series. The Rumple Series consists of moderately deep, well drained,
undulating clayey and cherty soils on uplands. The soils formed over indurated fractured
limestone. Slopes are 1 to 8 percent. A typical soil profile is a follows:
AI -

0 to 10 inches; dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3) very cherty clay loam, dark reddish
brown (5YR 3/2) moist; moderate fine subangular blocky structure; hard, friable;
common fine roots; about 35 percent by volume, angular chert fragments mostly
0.5 to 1 inch across; noncalcareous; mildly alkaline; clear smooth boundary.

B21 t - 10 to 14 inches; dark reddish brown (2 .5YR 3/4) very cherty clay, dark reddish
brown (2.5YR 2/4) moist; moderate very fine subangular blocky structure; hard,
friable; common fine roots; patchy clay films on peds; about 35 percent by
volume, angular chert fragments mostly 0.5 inch to 2 inches across;
noncaIcareous; mildly alkaline ; abrupt irregular boundary.

•

B22t - 14 to 28 inches; dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4) extremely stony clay, dark
reddish brown (2.5YR 2/4) moist; few fine roots; about 25 percent by volume,
clayey soil material in vertical and horizontal fractures and solution cavities;
75percent limestone cobbles and stones and chert pebbles and cobbles;
noncalcareous; mildly alkaline; abrupt wavy boundary.
R-

28 to 36 inches; coarsely fractured indurated limestone with dark reddish brown
clay in crevices.

The soils found within 0 to 10 inch horizon are classified as a GC, CL, or a SC clay with
Liquid Limits ranging from 30 to 40 and Plasticity Indices ranging from 13 to 22. The soils
found within 10 to 28 inch horizon are classified as a GC, or a SC clay with Liquid Limits
ranging from 41 to 86 and Plasticity Indices ranging from 20 to 60. The Rumple soils have a
permeability value which ranges from 0.2 to 0.6 inches per hour.
The Comfort Series consists of shallow, well drained, undulating clayey soils on uplands.
The soils formed in clay that weathered from dolomitic limestone. Slopes range from 1 to 8
percent. The typical profile is as follows:

•

•

•

Soils 08014
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Al

0 to 6 inches; dark brown (7.5YR 312) extremely stony clay, dark brown (7.5YR
3/2) moist; moderate medium blocky structure parting to moderate fine blocky;
very hard, very finn; about 45 percent, by volume, cobbles and stones as much as
4 feet across on the surface and in the soil; noncalcareous, mildly alkaline; clear
smooth boundary.

B2t -

6 to 13 inches; dark reddish brown (5YR 3/2) extremely stony clay, dark reddish
brown (5YR 3/2) moist; moderate fine blocky structure parting to moderate fine
blocky; very hard, very finn; about 70 percent, by volume, cobbies and stones as
much as 4 feet across on the surface and in the soil; noncalcaeous, mildly alkaline;
clear smooth boundary. clay, very dark grayish brown (1 OYR 3/2) moist; strong
fine granular structure; hard, friable; calcareous; moderately alkaline; abrupt
irregular b01mdary.

R

13 to 20 inches; indurated dolomitic limestone; soil material in the narrow
fractures .

The soils found within 0 to 6 inch horizon are classified as a CH, GC, CL, or a SC clay
with Liquid Limits ranging from 41 to 65 and Plasticity tndices ranging from 25 to 45 . The soils
found within 6 to 13 inch horizon are classified as a CH, GC, or a SC clay with Liquid Limits
ranging from 60 to 90 and Plasticity Indices ranging from 45 to 65. The Comfort soils have a
penneability value which ranges from 0.06 to 0.2 inches per hour.
References
United States Department of Agriculture, 1984, Soil survey of Comal and Hays Counties Texas,
Soil Conservation Service., 136 p.

•

•

Geologic Narrative
OakwoodEstates - Unit Nineteen
New Braunfels, Texas
The site is underlain by the Person Formation. The cyclic and marine members
(undivided) of the Person Formation are present on the site.
The Edwards Group is about 440 feet thick in Comal County and consists of limestone
with chert in the form of nodules, lenses and discontinuous beds. The cyclic and marine
members, undivided consist of variably burrowed mudstone, grainstone, and crystalline
limestone with chert lenses common. The cyclic member was reportedly eroded prior to the
deposition of the Georgetown Formation. The remaining marine member consists of mediwn to
thick beds of mudstone and fossiliferous packstone. The cyclic and marine members
(hydrogeologic subdivision II) has moldic and vuggy porosity and permeability associated with
fossiliferous zones, and fracture porosity and permeability associated with faulting.

•

The leached and collapsed members (undivided), which underlie the cyclic and marine
members) has vuggy and burrow porosity and permeability assisted with burrowed zones; breccia
and cavern porosity and permeability associated with collapsed zones resulting from dissolution
of evaporites; and fracture porosity and permeability associated with faulting. The regional
dense member, below the leached and collapsed members, has little porosity or permeability
except for some fracture porosity and permeability associated with faulting.
Major faults in the area trend North approximately 54 degrees East. No faults mapped or
unmapped were found on the site.
References
Small, Ted A. and Hanson John A., 1994, Geologic framework and hydrogeologic characteristics
of the Edwards aquifer outcrop, Comal County, Texas, U.S. Geological Survey Water-Resources
Investigations Report 94-4117, lOp.

•

•

Geologist Comments
Oakwood Estates - Unit Nineteen
New Braunfels, Texas
The site is underlain by the Person Fonnation (Kep). The cyclic and marine members
(undivided) of the Person Fonnation are present on the site. Major faults in the area trend North
approximately 54 degrees East. No faults mapped or unmapped were found on the site.
The following features were observed on the site. A description of the features are as
follows:
S-l

•

•

Solution Cavity (SC) 4.0 ' diameter, 1.0' maximum width, 1.5' maximum depth with
orientation N 43° E. Probed to 2.0 feet. Feature filled with soil and organic
material. Animal burrow under rock. Feature located on hillside 48 feet North
30° East from southern most corner of Lot 12 and eastern most comer of Lot 13.
Lat. 29.722917 Long. -98.133133

S-2

Man made feature, existing sewer line on southern edge of site.

S-3

Man made feature, existing sewer line on western edge of site.

S-4

Man made feature, existing sewer line on northern edge of site .

S-5

Man made feature, existing sewer line on northern edge of site.

•

•

•

Site Specific Geologic Column
Oakwood Estates - Unit Nineteen
New Braunfels, Texas
Formation

Member

Lithology

Thickness (feet)

Person

Cyclic and marine (undivided)

Mudstone to packstone;
miliolid grainstone ; chert

80 -100

Person

Leached & collapsed
(undivided)

Crystall ine limestone,
mudstone to grainstone;
chert; collapsed breccia

80 - 100

Person

Regional dense

Dense, argillaceous
mudstone

20 - 24

Kainer

Grainstone

Grainstone; mudstone to
wackestone; chert

50 - 60

Kainer

Kirschberg evaporite

Highly altered crystalline
limestone; chalky mudstone;
chert

50 - 60

Kainer

Dolomitic

Mudstone to grainstone;
crystalline limestone; chert

110  130

Kainer

Basal Nodular

Shaly, nodular limestone;
mudstone and grainstone

50 - 60

Glen Rose

Upper

Thinly bedded limestone
and marl

350 - 500

•

Geologic Narrative
OakwoodEstates - Unit Nineteen
New Braunfels, Texas
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Organized Sewage Collection System (SCS) Application
for Regulated Activities
on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone
and Relating to
TAC
3.5(c), Effective
1, 1
REGULATED ENTITY NAME:

L

ATTACHMENT A - SCS Engineering Design Report. This
Design
is
provided to fulfill the requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 7, including
7.10 of Subchapter
§§217.51
21
of Subchapter C, and Subchapter D as applicable, and is required to
submitted with this SCS Application Form.

CUSTOMER INFORMATION (if

1.

rtra.'ont

The entity and contact
of testing for
connections) and every five
30
§21
is:

than customer information provided on core

form)

responsible for providing the required engineering certification
coHection system upon completion (including private service
thereafter to the appropriate TCEQ region office pursuant to

Contact
Entity:
Mailing
City, State:
Telephone: _ _ _-:8:::.;:3::..::;0=--6::::;.:2=.;;5"--=85:::::.;5:::.;:5"--_ _ _ _ _ __
The appropriate regional office must be informed of any changes in this information within 30 days of
the change.
engineer responsible for

2.

design of this

collection system is:

Contact Person: _-::-=='-:..:::::.:.":,,...:...:-:=::..c..:..,....:...==---,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Licensed ..... rrIToc'e.r.n
Entity: -:.--_ _ _ _~:.:...:.......=:..!~=~~...;::::..:::~~.=....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mailing
State:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
3.

4.

type
development to be
future population to be served, plus
allowance for institutional and commercial flows):

L

Residential: # of single-family lots: 36
Multi-family residential units:
Commercial
Industrial
Off-site system (not
with any development)
Other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The

and volume
wastewater is shown below:
--1QQ %
gallons/day
% Industrial
_ _ gallons/day
_ _ % Commingled
_ _ gallons/day
----''-= Total
gallons/day

TCEQ-0582 (Rev, 10-01-10)
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5.

EXisting and anticipated infiltration/inflow is

6.

A Water Pollution Abatement
(WPAP) is required for construction
commercial, industrial or residential project located on the Recharge Zone.
X

7.

-:=:.--_

gallons/day. This will be addressed by

any associated

WPAP application for this
was approved by
dated 09/03/1999
A copy of
approval letter is attached at the end of this application.
, but
The WPAP application for this development was submitted to
TCEQ on
has not
approved.
project, but it has not been submitted.
A WPAP application is required for an
is no associated project requiring a W
application.

Pipe description:

SDR
1) Include stUb-outs. Do not include private service laterals.
2) If PVC, slate SDR value.
3) ASTM I ANSI I AWWA s ecilicalion and class numbers should be

8.

The following Wastewater Treatment
project wastewater for
(name) will
EXISTING/PROPOSED (circle one) facility.

9.

All components of

sewage collection

will comply with:

_.......:....:~:....=.=:.:..==...\.!...!.=-=:.:.=:..:.:.::;:=--==:::::..L __

standard specifications.

page.
10.

No force main(s) and/or lift station(s) are
with this sewage collection
A
main(s) and/or lift station(s} is
with
collection
and the Lift Station/Force Main System application is included with
application.

"\iC'Tn .......

ALIGNMENT
11.

There are no deviations from uniform grade in this sewage collection system without
manholes and with
cut construction.

12.

Joint Deflection - The maximum allowable joint deflection is the
of
following
three alternatives:
.lL
equal to 5°; or
80% of
manufacturer's
maximum deflection; or
80%
the appropriate ASTM, AWWA, ANSI or nationally-established standard
for joint deflection.

13..lL

are no deviations from straight alignment in this
collection system
without manholes.
ATTACHMENT B - Justification and Calculations for Deviation in Straight
Alignment Without Manholes. Justification for deviations from straight alignment in

TCEQ-0582 (Rev. 10-01-10)
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this sewage collection system without manholes is provided in ATTACHMENT B at
end of this
curved sewer
all curved sewer line notes (TCEQ-0596) are included on
the wastewater collection
construction plans
MANHOLES AND CLEANOUTS

14.

Manholes or

exist at

end of

sewer line(s). These

C",

are listed below:

QldllI,J11

Manhole or Clean-out?

"

11 Of 20

2 + 00

Manhole "A2"

I~

11 Of 20

2 + 00

Manhole "C2"

Of
Of
Of
Of
Of
Of
Of
Of
Of
Of
15.
16.

Manholes are
line .

.lL

at

Points of

Points

Termination of a sewer

The maximum spacing between manholes on this project for each pipe
greater
Pipe Diameter (inches)
6 - 15
16 - 30
- 48

is no

Max. Manhole Spacing (feet)
800
1000
2000

ATTACHMENT C - Justification for Variance from Maximum Manhole Spacing.
project (for each pipe diameter used)
The maximum spacing between manholes on
is greater than listed in the table above. Justification for any variance from the
maximum spacing provided as ATTACHMENT C at
of
form must include a
letter from the entity which will operate
maintain
system stating
it has the
capability to maintain lines with manhole spacing
than
allowed spacing.
17.

All manholes will
monolithic, cast-in-place concrete.
The owner/developer of
project is requesting the use of pre-cast
manufacturer's specifications and construction drawing, showing the method of sealing

TCEQ-0582 (Rev. 10-0HO)
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•

the joints, are attached .
SITE PLAN
Items 18 through 23 must be included on the Site Plan.

The Site Plan must have a minimum scale of 1"
Site Plan Scale: 1" = ~'.

19.

The Site Plan must include the sewage collection system general layout, including manholes
with station numbers, and sewer pipe stubouts (if any). Site plan must be overlain by
topographic contour lines, using a contour interval of not greater than ten feet and showing the
area within both the five-year floodplain and the 1OO-year floodplain of any drainage way.

20.

Lateral stub-outs:
The location of all lateral stub-outs are shown and labeled.
No lateral stub-outs will be installed during the construction of this sewer collection
system.

l
21.

Location of existing and proposed water lines:

l

•

= 400'.

18.

The entire water distribution system for this project is shown and labeled.
If not shown on the Site Plan, a Utility Plan is provided showing the entire water and
sewer systems.
There will be no water lines associated with this project.

1OO-year floodplain:

22.

After construction is complete, no part of this project will be in or cross a 100-year
floodplain, either naturally occurring or manmade. (Do not include streets or concrete
lined channels constructed above of sewer lines.)
After construction is complete, all sections located within the 100-year floodplain will
have water-tight manholes. These locations are listed in the table below and are
shown and labeled on the Site Plan. (Do not include streets or concrete-lined channels
constructed above sewer lines.)

l

,.
Line

Sheet

Station

All

11 of 20

0+00

to

0+17

11 of 20

0+00

to

0+92

II

118

23.

•

11

Station

of

to

of

to

5-year floodplain:

l

After construction is complete, no part of this project will be in or cross a 5-year
floodplain, either naturally occurring or man-made. (Do not include streets or concrete
lined channels constructed above sewer lines.)
After construction is complete, all sections located within the 5-year floodplain will be
encased in concrete or capped with concrete. These locations are listed in the table
below and are shown and labeled on the Site Plan. (Do not include streets or
concrete-lined channels constructed above sewer lines.)

TCEQ·0582 (Rev. 1O·OH 0)
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Sheet

Station

M

11 of 20

0+00

to

0+02

usn

11 of 20

0+00

to

0+30

of

to

of

to

24 through 31 must be included on
24.

Station

sheets.

Plan

All existing or proposed water line crossings and any parallel water lines within 9 feet of
table below. These
must
the
of
sewer lines are listed in
pipe to be installed shown on the plan and profile
Any request for a
variance from the required pressure rated piping at crossings must include a variance
approval from 30 TAC Chapter 290.
There will be no water line
of proposed sewer lines.
There will be no water lines within 9

or
Point

Line

ilSH

or

3 + 70.45

Crossing

5+

Crossing

2.0'

8 + 79.76

Crossing

2.0'

Vented Manholes:

No part
this sewer line is within the 1DO-year floodplain and vented manholes are
not required by 30 TAC Chapter 217.
A portion of this sewer line is within the 1DO-year floodplain and
manholes will
be provided at
than 1
foot intervals. These water-tight
are listed in
table below and labeled on the appropriate profile sheets.
this sewer line is within the 1DO-year floodplain
A portion
an alternative means
venting shall
at less
1500
A description
the
on the following
alternative means is
sewer
is within the 1
floodplain; however,
is no
A portion of
interval longer than 1500 feet
in the 1DO-year floodplain. No vented manholes
will
used.

TCEQ-0582 (Rev, 1O-OH 0)
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Line

Manhole

Station

Sheet
of

I

of
of
of
of
of
26.

Drop manholes:

L

There are no drop manholes
with this project.
Sewer lines which enter new or existing manholes or "manhole structures" higher than
below and labeled on the
24
the manhole invert are listed in the
appropriate profile
meet the requirements of 30 TAC
§217.55(1)(2)(H).
Manhole

Line

~tation

J?he~t

of
of
of
of
of
of
27.

-'''''OIQr

L

line stub-outs

proposed extensions):

placement and markings of all sewer line stub-outs are shown
labeled.
No sewer line stub-outs are to be installed during
construction of
sewage
collection

Lateral stub-outs (For proposed private
placement
markings of all
No lateral stub-outs are to be

connections):
stub-outs are shown and
during
construction of this sewage collection

Minimum 'flow 110',",""'" (From APPENDIX A)
Assuming
greater than
30.

are flowing full, all slopes are designed to produce flows equal to or
feet per second for this system/line.

Maximum flow velocity/slopes (From APPENDIX A)

TCEQ-0582 (Rev, 10-0HO)
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•

L

ATTACHMENT D - Calculations for Slopes for Flows Greater Than 10.0 Feet Per
Second. Assuming pipes are flowing full, some slopes produce flows which are
greater than 10 feet per second. These locations are listed in the table below.
Calculations are provided in ATTACHMENT D at the end of this form .

Profile Sheet

Line

31 .

•

Assuming pipes are flowing full, all slopes are designed to produce maximum flows of
less than or equal to 10 feet per second for this system/line.

Station

Station

of

to

of

to

of

to

of

to

FPS

% Slope

Erosion/Shock
Protection

Assuming pipes are flowing full, where flows are ~ 10 feet per second, the provisions noted
below have been made to protect against pipe displacement by erosion and/or shock under
30 TAC §217.53(1)(2)(B).
N/A
N/A

Concrete encasement shown on appropriate Plan and Profile sheets for the locations
listed in the table above.
Steel-reinforced, anchored concrete baffles/retards placed every 50 feet shown on
appropriate Plan and Profile sheets for the locations listed in the table above.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

32.

L

33.

Standard details are shown on the detail sheets, which are dated, signed, and sealed by the
Texas Licensed Professional Engineer, as listed in the table below:

The final plans and technical specifications are submitted for TCEQ review. Each
sheet of the construction plans and specifications are dated, signed, and sealed by the
Texas Licensed Professional Engineer responsible for the design on each sheet.

Standard Details
Lateral stub-out marking [REQUIRED]

Shown on Sheet
16 of 20

Manhole, showing inverts comply with 30 TAC §217.55(1)(2) [REQUIRED]
16 of 20

•

Alternate method of joining lateral to existing SCS line for potential future
connections [REQUIRED]

17 of 20

Typical trench cross-sections [REQUIRED]

17 of 20

Bolted manholes [REQUIRED]

16 of 20

Sewer Service lateral standard details [REQUIRED]

16 of 20

Clean-out at end of line [REQUIRED, if used]
TCEQ·0582 (Rev. 10-01-10)

N/A
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•

Baffles or concrete encasement for shock/erosion protection [REQUIRED, if
flow velocity of any section of pipe>10 fps]
N/A
Detail showing Wastewater Line/Water Line Crossing [REQUIRED, if
crossi ngs are proposed]

17 of 20

Mandrel detail or specifications showing compliance with 30 TAC §217.57(b)
and (c) [REQUIRED, if Flexible Pipe is used]

17 of 20

Drop manholes [REQUIRED, if a pipe entering a manhole is more than 24
inches above manhole invert]

•

16 of 20

34.

L

All organized sewage collection system general construction notes (TCEO-0596) are
included on the construction plans for this sewage collection system.

35.

-.L

All proposed sewer lines will be sufficiently surveyed/staked to allow an assessment
prior to TCEO executive director approval. If the alignments of the proposed sewer
lines are not walkable on that date, the application will be deemed incomplete and
returned.

36 .

-.L

Submit one (1) original and one (1) copy of the application, plus additional copies as
needed for each affected incorporated city, groundwater conservation district, and
county in which the project will be located. The TCEO will distribute the additional
copies to these jurisdictions. The copies must be submitted to the appropriate regional
office.

37.

X

Any modification of this SCS application will require TCEO approval, prior to
construction, and may require submission of a revised application, with appropriate
fees.

To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information requested
concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards Aquifer. This
ORGANIZED SEWAGE COLLECTION SYSTEM APPLICATION is hereby submitted for TCEO
review and executive director approval.
The system was designed in accordance with the
requirements of 30 TAC §213.5(c) and 30 TAC §217 and prepared by:
Place engineer's seal here:

Stephen Hanz, P.E.
Print Name of Licensed P~ofessional Engineer

~Ad !L,7-

11·

Signre of Licensed Professiorlal Engineer

•

If you have questions on how to fill out this form or about the Edwards Aquifer protection program, please contact us at 210/490
3096 for projects located in the San Antonio Region or 5121339-2929 for projects located in the Austin Region.
Individuals are entitled to request and review their personal information that the agency gathers on its forms . They may also have any errors
in their information corrected. To review such information , contact us at 5121239-3282.
TCEO-0582 (Rev. 10-01-10)
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Flow Velocity (Flowing Full)
and constructed
All gravity sewer lines on
Edwards Aquifer Recharge
shall be
with hydraulic slopes sufficient to give a velocity when flowing full of not
than 2.0
per
are
second, and not
than 10 feet per second. The grades shown in the following
on Manning's formula and an n factor of
3 and shall
minimum and maximum
acce table slo es
rovisions are made
Slope which produces flow velocity
of 10.0 f s
12.35
8.40

6
8
10
12
15
18
21

0.20
0.15
0.11
0.09

27
30
33

0.055
0.05
0.045
0.04

"
*For lines
than 39
shown
to maintain a minimum
a maximum velocity
than 10 feet

4.88
2.83
2.30
1
1.65
1
1.26
1.12
1.01
"
slope may
determined by Manning's formula
greater than
feet per
when flowing full and
when flowing full.

v
Where:
v ==
(jilsec)
's roughness coefficient (0.013)
n ==
Rh
hydraulic radius (fl)
S
slope (fllft)

TCEQ-0582 (Rev. 10-01-10)
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L Hmton :hnirmcm
R. 8. "Ralph' Marquez. CornmiHIOfIeT
!'In M B;:,k"r. CommiHioner

rey .1.. Salta:.. [xeculic'e Direc/Gf

TEXAS NATURAL RESOURCE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
PrQtecling

Taas by

Pollufion

and

3, 1999

Nfr. William Borchers .
Oakwood
Inc.
251 South ...."'..."".....
New
EDWARDS AQUIFER, Comal County
PROJECT:
Oakwood
Project nwnber 1298.00, Located. approximately south of
SH 337, and north and east of Elmwood Drive, New Braunfels, Texas
Request for Approval ofWater Pollution Abatement Plan (wp AP); 30
Acl.ministrahve Code (TAe) §213.S{b); Edwards Aquifer Protection Program

Mr. Borchers:
The Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission (TNRCC)
completed
application for the referenced project that was submitted by Paul Schroeder,
Consulting
Surveying on behalf of Oakwood
to the San Antonio
Regional Office on May 25, 1999. Final review
the WP AP submittal was completed after
1999, and September 1, 1
additional material was received on August 18, 1999, August
WPAP proposed in the application is in general
with 30 TAC § 213.S(b); therefore,
approval of the plan is hereby granted subje1::t to applicable state rules and the conditions in this
approval letter. This approval
two (2) years from the date ofthis approval unless, prior to
the expiration date. construction has
on the project or an extension of time has been

residential project will occupy 102.5 acres with single-family residential
curbed and paved streets.
eet wastewater v,riU
P
owned by New Braunfels Uti
is approximately 44.2 acres (43%).
and must conform with

PO Bo\ 1308 i

~usl;n,

Te:c.as 78711·)087

..

and
disposed of by conveyance to the Gruene
proposed impervious cover for the
is located
of New
the City

512::39·1000

•

tntcrf1<l adeLress: 'Ww;.,..torcc 'Dcea.Ul

•

Mr. William Borchers
September 3, 1999
Page 2

GEOLOGY ON SITE

According to the geologic assessment included with the submittal, fourteen possibly sensitive
features discovered on the site include fractured rock zones, closed depressions, solution cavities,
and man made disturbances.
The San Antonio Regional Office site inspection ofJuly 12,1999, revealed two additional geologic
features:

•

1.

Fractured rock/closed depression 6' x 4' X l' with infilling of uncompacted organic particles.
Assessed as sensitive. Located approximately 150' south of Williams Way (east-west
section) and 200' east of Willi ams Way (north-south section), & 100' northwest ofcul-de-sac
of Bonnie Bend Road.

2.

Fractured rock 8' diameter with no infilling. Assessed as sensitive. Located. in proposed
Hannah Hill Road approximately 480' northeast of intersection with Sydney Bend Road.

3.

Other geologic features associated with Oakwood Estates Unit 14 sewage collection system
(proj ect #1285) were observed and noted in the site inspection report for that project.

Abundant construction debris was observed on the 4.82 acre tract within the property, located on the
northeast side of the 102.5 acre tract.

A second site inspection was conducted. on August 11, 1999, with an investigator from the San
Antonio Region's Municipal Solid Waste (MS'W) program to evaluate site for compliance with 30
TAC Chapter 330. The assessment of the site was that there were minor amounts of MSW,
intennixed with abundant recyclable industrial equipment and construction material.

GEOLOGY DOWNGRADIENI OF SITE
According to the geologic assessment included with the submittal, loose rock in the stream bed could
possibly contribute to recharge and therefore be considered sensitive. The rock is thought to be a
degraded dam or velocity dissipating feature
PERMANENT POLLUTION ABATEMENT MEASURES
The following measure will be taken to prevent pollution of stonnwater originating on-site or up
gradient from the projcct site and potentially flowing across and ofT the site after construc tion :
Energy dissipation blocks will be placed as shown on the plan sheet r~eiyed by the TNRCC
on August 26,1999 .

•
•

William Borchers
3, 1999

•

measures listed in the table
geologic or manmade

will be taken to prevent poUutants from entering 14
identified in the

assessment while

the quantity of water entering the recharge
#

Fea.ture #

AbatemC'1lt Measures

FeaiU.re type

S-4

Filled with gravel and covered with impermeable clay,

2

S-5

Filled with

3

S-6

filled with

with impermelble
covered

by fut\.l.re street.

4

S-7

Located in "Out-Tract". No measures proP03ed..

5

S-B

Located in "Out-Tract", No measures proposed.

6

S-9

7

•

and covered with impermeable

Filled with

covered

!!.Ssocla!l:d with fault

by fut\.l.re street

S-10

Ma.nm.ade

Pipe will be cut back to a
of 1 foot and
or
removed, which is [0 be determined upon ex.cavation.

S·12

MaD.IllAde
manhole)

No measures

9

S·lS

10

S-14

No measures
WotLWIi>'" easemen~

Oosed

no IllellluteS

proposed.

•
m

Filled with gravel and covered with impermeable

11

S-lS

12

S-16

Located within fut:un::
proposed.

13

S-17

No measures

14

S·18

No measures

15

S-20

Platted

16

S-l!

Solunoa Cavity

Fr.lctured rock:

"DO

build"

Filled with
by furu.re s~t.

easement, no

roeai1..l.l'eS

eas~e1l1

and coverc:d with impermeable

coven:d

•

William
September 3, 1999
Page 4
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SPECIAL CQNDITIONS
1.

are encoWltered dwing
of the features, The evaluation shall
of the feature forwarded to
features may only continue with

2.

or hazardous substance storage facilities
submittal of all appropriate applications
from the TNRCC.

3.

•

4,

permanent best management practices
bytheCommission's staff. As presented to the
Professional Engineer to be
13.5(b). Therefore, based. on the
compliance, the planning
measures are hereby approved,
The solid waste on
of
within 14

must be disposed of properly at an
to the San

STANDARD CQ1)1)ITIONS
1.

respon.sibility is
or entity shall assume

•

2,

Any
the

3.

Prior to
A....'1toruo

4.

The applicant or
30 days of

described in the referenced VIPAP ....
the submittal a ,)I'PAP to amend this approval, including
and all information necessary for
review and
"JHy'"

the applicant or his agent must
on which the regulated

approval in the COlU1ty deed
deed recordation shall

.-

Mr. William
September 3,1999
Page 5
to the

Antonio Regjonal Office prior to
construction. A suggested fonnat
that you may use to deed record the approved WPAP is enclosed.

5.

All contractors conducting regulated activities at the project location shall
provided a.
copy of this notice of approval. At least one complete copy of the approved WPAP and
notice of approval shall be maintained at the project location until all regulated activities are
completed.

6.

(E&S) controls, i.e., silt fences,
stabilized
described in the approved WPAP, must be installed
to construction and maintained during construction.
E&S controls may be
when vegetation is
the
area is
a water
quality pond is proposed, it shall be used as a sedimentation basin during construction. The
TNRCC may monitor stonnwater discharges from the site to evaluate the adequacy of
temporary
control measures. Additional controls
be
if excessive solids
are being discharged from the site.

7.

If any significant re;;;harge feature [sensitive feature J is discovered during construction., all
regulated activities near
feature must he suspended immediately. The applicant or
agent must immediately notify the San Antonio Regional Office
the diSCOVery of the
Regulated
near the
rnay not proceed until the exec uti ve director has
reviewed and approved
methods
to
feature and
from
potential
impacts to water quality,

8.

At project iU'l,,;<HlI.j,..., where construction is
shall be
to a condition .such
contamination.

9.

Approval of the design
the sewage collection
for this proposed project shaH be
obtained from the TNRCC prior to commencement of construction of any sewage collection

•

or not completed,
. potential
aquifer is protected
"'"AUU.""",

system.
10.

abandoned we Us found during construction shall be p lugged accordance with 16 TAC
§76 or an ~uivalent
as approved by the Executive Director,
on-site or down-gradient of the site shaH be
of the
top
hole, so as to not aUow
water or

11.

•

any

oflhe requirements in 30 T AC

· WillIam Borchers
3, 1999
Page 6
Should clarification of this letter be
or if we may be of any other assistance, please contact
John Mauser of our
Anlonio Regional office at 210/403-4024. Please reference project number
1298,

Sinc%ely.

,,1

(" /

~

j/~~~t~

IJeffrey A- Saitas, P.E.
'i Executive Director

Texas Naru.ral Resource

Commission

Deed Recordation

cc:

ACES
Paul A. Schroeder
Harry Bennett, City of New Braunfels
Tom
Comal County
John Bohus!av.
Edwards Aquifer Authority
,,"U'-IlJ..:>. Austin

Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
SEWAGE COLLECTION SYSTEM SUBMITTAL APPLICATION
FOR PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS REVIEW

in fulfIlling
review
317.1 and 317.2.
engineering
attachments, are permanently bound together, and the application is signed. sealed and dated on the fmal page by

.

.

.

.

.

application form is not mandatory except
Edwards Aquifer applications.
of this application
is to expedite
Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ)
review by providing a format which
ensures that
information required to complete a
review of the project is included
the submittal
to assist the reviewer in locating this information.
note
the determination of whether
materials,
applicant is sufficient to obtain TCEQ
will
by
information submitted by
and
additional information
the
design
required before the
approve construction of the
. Except as exempted in question
this
in addition to this
application,
submittal must include one set of the
permanently bound, with the signed
and dated
of a Professional
registered in the State
on
cover of the specifications
plan
signed and
seal of a Professional
plans. with
in
of
The submittal of the
and application need to
made to the following
address:
TCEQ
Wastewater Permits
MC 148
Austin,

1-3087

For answers to questions relating to wastewater

review contact:

C. Herrin,
No. (512)

Use Ihe back of Ihis page and atlachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
Page I
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ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW
is intended to provide both a technical review and a historical record of wastewater construction

The

for administrative review purposes.

1)
~"--

contact

A2)

If

project include any potable water distribution or water treatment related construction?
a separate review by the TCEQ Water Utilities Division
be required. Please
for this determination.
PE, at (512)

Name and mailing address of entity submitting project for
1../10

N·

v;",

ve...

tv..)

Bro.v",Pe\

Phone No.

A3)

Name

design

A4)

County in which the project is located . __G_O_VVl_C<_'_ _ _ _ __
or any other identifying information which

Name of project (include subdivision name, contract
is relevant to this project):

A6)

7)

sewer collection

Identify the wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) which will
Permit

described in this application:

and treat flows from

project.

0010232 - 002

Facility or plant name if different from
AS)

.~~--------

rvene. W<I

skip tCl(1\i(f') If this WWTP is
a
order, please
name and ph~mber the
enforcement coordinator and
TCEQ Region Office wastewater inspector assigned to
enforcement case.
Name'._________ Phone
Name:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Phone No. :_ _ _ _ _ __

nature
enforcement case, If
WWTP which will receive flow
this project is
under
due to flow exceedance, the description should include the permitted average daily
flow, information regarding average daily flows currently measured at
WWTP during both dry and
wet
conditions,
any other information which would help describe the
problems:
Use the back of this page and altacrunents if needed for long narrative illlSwers or engineering calculations.
Page 2
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A10)

If

the Edwards Aquifer
. attach
form to your
The project must be reviewed
the appropriate TCEQ
projects
information on the submittal requirements
Office for
Are
contact the appropriate
Edwards Aquifer
Zone?--,--,~_

A11)

If the project is publicly funded, identify the source of funding.
number a contact person at the funding

include

name and

of

No ..._ - - - - - 
A12)

Identify
number

. Please include the name
which
review this
~~------~------

Phone

phone
tZI-I{DZZ

No. :_________
A13)

lift station or
or
and rehabilitation work,
page 7
this application and complete the
portions
the technical
section
"'sppJJeaiUlon starting with T1 on page 7. If a project consists
of maintenance and repair of an
sanitary sewer collection system, a waiver review may granted on a case by case basis accordance
with Section 3 . 1(a) (7) of the
Section 317.1 (a) (7) states,
of submittal or review
rehabilitation. or maintenance work is planned for existing systems
a waiver
or
be granted at
discretion
executive
. .If a waiver
. written
to the
..shall
and shall
submittal or review is
~-....~~on

Use Ihe back of this page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
Page 3
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sufficient information to describe the significance of
modifications. If a
of submittal or review
is requested, it
be submitted by a professional engineer
shall include the
and dated seal of the
submitting the
determine whether a submittal or
initial notification the extent of the
with like equipment,
or materials
purposes maintenance and
the executive
and
require a submittal or a technical review
of submittal or a request
for a
a waiver
review.
If this project only
system maintenance and rehabilitation work, state whether the project consists
collection
rehabilitation work, lift station rehabilitation work, or both
and lift station rehabilitation work ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

If
project only consists
A14
A18.

sewage collection piping maintenance

rehabilitation work, answer

If this
consists of-maintenance and rehabilitation work for one or more
items A19 through
and continue on with A23.
If
project proposes both
rehabilitation of one or more
with
A 14)

A15)
A 16)
A 17)

stations, answer

collection system

Detail the
the sewer collection pipe rehabilitation
Include details regarding
feet
which will be rehabilitated,
of pipe
technologies which are proposed, pipe,
joint and
bedding
which are proposed for
maintenance and rehabilitation work and any
prClPosea project will be accomplished utilizing
other information which may necessary to show that
standard
practices:

all proposed lines to be constructed in
Are all proposed
all

the same

the same as or greater

same

as

lines?_ _ _ __

lines?_ _ __
lines?_ _ _ __

A18)

Will flows and connections be
to or
than current flows and connections? _ _ _ If no lift
station rehabilitation work is planned, skip to A23.

A19)

of the maintenance and rehabilitation work proposed for the lift station(s). Include the
of lift stations which will
rehabilitated,
structural
which is
Use the back of this page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
Page 4
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to be performed on each lift station pro posed for rehabilitation, the size of any pumps which are to be
replaced in each lift station , the size of any pumps which currently exist in each lift station, the size of any
pumps which are not proposed to be replaced and will remain in each lift station, details regarding any
force main rehabilitation which is intended for the sewage system and any other information which may
be necessary to show that the proposed project will be accomplished utilizing standard acceptable
engineering practices:

•

•

•

A20)

Will the operating characteristics of the rehabilitated lift station (s) be equivalent to the operating
characteristics of the existing lift station(s) regarding pumping capacity versus total dynamic head?_ __

A21)

Will the force main piping either remain unchanged, or, be replaced at the same alignment and with the
same diameter pipe as the existing force main piping? (yes or no) _ __

A22)

Will the lift station(s) and force main(s) include , at a minimum, an arrangement of valves and
appurtenances which ensures that the lift station(s) operation will be equivalent to or superior to that of the
lift station(s) and force main(s) being upgraded or replaced?_ __

A23)

If you answered no to any of the items in A15, A16, A11, AIS, A20, A21, or A22, skip to A24. If
you answered yes to all the items in A15, A16, Al1, AIS, A20, A21, or A22, which are relevant to
the project. STOP. This project meets the criteria which must be met to allow the TCEQ to grant a

Use the back of this page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
Page 5
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general
of review
to allow an
from
requirement to
specifications to
TCEQ.
1 through 6 of this application,
any
with
1 through 6 of
application to the
for
keeping purposes.
shall be properly bound and the final page shall include
signed and dated
in the State of Texas.
pages can be stapled or left
if each page
and
of a Professional
in the State of Texas.
A24) If you answered no to any of the items in A15, A16, A11, A18, A20, A21, or A22, but
that
the project constitutes routine maintenance of an existing system, please provide engineering justification
why TCEQ review should not be required.
detail what
the rehabilitation
from the existing
with
to
in AIS, A16, A17, A18,
, A21 or
all attachments and pages 1 through 6 of
application to
TCEQ for a determination
is required
this
pages of
submittal shall be properly bound
the
shall include the signed
a Professional
registered in the
of
the signed and dated seal of a
stapled or
of the submittal
be aware that
at
Texas.
discretion of
Executive Director. If it is determined
the proposed maintenance and
rehabilitation work will be reviewed by
TCEQ, in addition to pages 1 through 6 this application,
the applicant will need to submit one set the project specifications, permanently bound, with
signed
dated
registered the
Texas on the cover of the specifications.
an engineering report,
bound. with the
and
seal of a
the
(For collection
submittals
registered in the State
which contain no
stations or force
this application
may substitute for the engineering
plans, with each plan sheet
report, provided the application is properly completed) and one set
and dated
a
in the
of
containing the
rAUl"''''!

TECHNICAL REVIEW

TO Please provide a

summary of the project

If a conflict
between
various submitted documents
plans. addendums, etc.),
document

calculations. project
For
do plans

Use the back of this rage and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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over

or do specifications govern over
Do
conditions govern over technical
prioritization
documents
specifications or plans? etc. \'Vhere in the submitted materials is
Provide answers to
below.
be aware that the TCEQ
identified
to be
or clarified:

•

in submittal:

sheet _ __

page _ __ Item No. _ __

T3) This application form is intended to function as a document, which when completed properly,
full
with
317.1
317.2 of the TCEQ's rules. All
requirements in
Sections of
Chapter
been restated in this application in a format which is intended to clarify what is needed to
show compliance with Sections 317.1 and 317.2. If during the course of completing this application it is
that the project does not comply with specific portions of the requirements in Chapter 7, as
indicated by "no" answers to the items in
application,
applicant must request a
from the
rules for these items. The specifics of what requirements must be met to obtain a variance can be found
on page
of this application. Page 35 is also the appropriate places to provide the details needed to
justify any variance requests.

•

Part I
portion of this application covers
sewer collection
II of
. Part II. when developed, will cover lift stations
force
plpmg
application has not yet been
only. If this
contains graVity collection piping complete
items in Part 1. beginning with T4 on page
8 this application. Until Part II is
, if this project contains lift stations and force main piping, which
review, a separate engineering report which shows full compliance with Section 317.3 of
titled
must be submitted to
for the lift station and force
portions of the project. Conceptually similar Chapter 317 requirements
grouped
their
citations in Part I this application.
more detailed information on these requirements, please
consult the relevant rules.
lVr;.\..U"A

GRAVITY SANITARY

PIPING

Capacity Design

Flow and Capacity Analysis: 30 TAC,
T4)

average flow used

317.2.(a)(1), 317.2.

•

.(b)(2),317.2.(b)(3),

7.4.{a)

design of collection system (check one or more):

Capita Contributions'

Area

used for
than 4 must be used if needed to

Peaking
factor
equal to 4

(1),31

of at least 4 is required for minor
peak
Has a
factor

A peaking
than or

nrp·,tpr

T6) Provide flow/capacity
capacity
must
to
by
Additionally, the analysis must verify that the diameters and slopes for each reach collection
(or
the minimum capacity reach of each line) provide a
adequate to carry the anticipated peak
flow. The analysis must include consideration of all
upstream flow contributions,
the impact
Use the back of this page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineerillg calculatiolls.
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on the
collection system.
flow must be
on the
future population to be
, and must include any anticipated industrial, commercial. or institutional
Manning's
for pipes flowing full
contributions. Please note that capacities must be determined
with an "n"
of 0.013:

N\.JW\~;'!~

of

AV€f~e. f1{

Peak
Pipe

Dt\~

k-ts: 3b

~ ; VI , It: -

3(. lo~s

2/0

)(

,

0,1)0"

In IVI.

a

0.'87

c+'s

VFVi.,.L. ::

Z,yl,f'P5

Fl)\.1..

VVl ;

~ "'( / Jet,! hot

: Sb LAs )(

pacJ'1 Q

t'" l 'I

slvre

x3.S



'1,5

-

Y;

~

(D -f 5 .

" PVL

~

Z(,,4(.;0

"I

O,OLi

'3 LL02D Cj<t!;J(1 - 0,05 cPs

VI::'

0,0 t :5

General Structural Components
"The collection system
shall
The Design
outlined in Section 317.2 of the TCEQ's rules
provide a minimum structural life cycle of 50 years." Section 317.2 also states, "The collection system
design shall provide for the minimization of anaerobic conditions." These two TCEQ requirements can
be assumed to have been met for the purposes of Plans and Specifications approval provided that the items
in T7 through TI04, detailed below, are met:

ASTM

Adhered

TAC 317.2(a)(2). 317.2(a)(3). 317.2(a)(5), 317.2(c)(S)(A)

project.
List
the
orclDosea for
the total
feet pipe
for
listed diameter, the pipe material proposed
each diameter, the national standard specifications (ASTM,
AWWA. ANSI. etc ... ) which on\i'prn
proposed pipe material and the
national
which
to each
proposed
specifications for

Use the back of this page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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Pipe Material

Linear Feet

National
Standard
Specification for
Pi e Material

National
Standard for
Pipe Joints

e Diam
Pi e Diameter 4
Pi e Diameter 5

in submittal: Plan

Item No. _ __

Specifications

of 6 inches
all sanitary sewer collection
317.2. (cHI)
not currently
laterals. The
except
with
service
installation and
is regulated by municipal and county
sufficient to satisfy the
these
is

Note:

T8) Watertight, size on
resilient connectors
to manholes. Have
connectors

to
specified? --'-__

C-923 must be

in submittal: Plan sheet

connecting

Item No.

---

, rigid
materials include, but are not limited
concrete,
clay
not include
pipe, skip to TIl.
design includes rigid
design
must comply with ASTM
12 class A, B, or C for materials and densification. A
of bedding is required
all pipe.
the proposed project comply with

TlO)

Specify the bedding

proposed

Pipe
Pipe
Pipe

Material'_ __
Pipe Material: _ __
Pipe
Pipe

Location
11)

submittal:

purposes

TCEQ

each diameter of rigid

pipe material:

each

Bedding Class.· ___

sheet - - - Specifications page _ __ Item No.
, flexible

include, but are not

to, plastics, PVC,

Use the back of (his page and alladunen(s if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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---

not include flexible pipe,
to
3. If
design
fiberglass.
, polyethylene.
the design
the
bedding must comply with ASTM D-2321
lA, IB, II
includes flexible pipe
or III
materials
densification.
mlfllmum 4 inches of
is required for all pipe. Will
the proposed project comply with
requirements? YeS
T 12)

Specify the

rrvn,AC"r1

for each

':l.TH:,>.nr

of

flexible pipe

Pipe Material: PV L
Pipe
Material:___
Material·._ __
Pipe
Pipe
Specifications page _ __ Item No. _ __

Location in submittal: Plan
cement

Tl

materials are considered to
meet the minimum
of ASTM

manhole construction is not allowed.
andlor
prohibited.
the project
brick to
manholes to
in submittal: Plan sheet

1

manhole covers to grade is
prohibit the use of
manholes
use of

lb

page

Item No. _ __

Are
specified for manhole construction limited to monolithic cast
concrete.
List all materials
for manhole construction:
precast concrete or

Location in submittal:
Minimum and Maximum
TI5)

D-2321 if
, II or III.

wIVU";,,:

Item No
30 TAC 317.2(c)

,3I7.2(c)(3)

All pipe must
with a slope that will proVide a velocity of at least 2 ft/s flowing full, as
calculated
Manning's
with an "n" value of 0.013. Additionally,
collection system must
be
to ensure that, with pipes
full, the
will be
than 10 feet per
the minimum
maximum collection line
which will
in this
of pipe,
(see 317. 2(c) (2) of the TCEQ' s rules for a table maximum and minimum slopes allowed for each
"rn,,,tor of

'if'

Pipe
Pipe
Diameter:

Pipe

Min. Slope:
Min. Slope:
Min. Slope:
Min.
Min.
Slope:

Max.
Max.
Max.

. 15.'10X

Slope'
Max. Slope :__
Max.

Use the back of this page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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ensure a

Tl6)

Backfill: 30
7)

9)

317.2. (a)

0

7.2. (a)(9),

per second

than or

7.2.(a)(10), 317.2.(c)(3)

NI A

Describe the measures which will be taken to provide for the structural
construction
where pipe must
installed in conditions described in

the collection

and

Location in submittal: Plan
Item
If faults, caverns, or subsidence are discovered during construction, construction should be halted
to allow the
to be inspected by the design engineer or a geological or geotechnical
faults,
zones, or caverns, the system must be laid out to
professional.
minimize the number of
through.
construction within, the unfavorable features. Where
faults or subsidence zones are unavoidable,
design must allow for deflection due to
settlement.
should
provided on
of
to allow pumping in
Service
within 50
should
avoided. These
detailed in the project speCifications.
features
Please provide appropriate details:

Nvke

0-'

page _ __ Item No. _ __

Location in submittal: Plan
The
and while still
accomplished?
1)

or equal to 2

any known
, geologic, or hydrologic conditions on the
or
the structural integrity
collection
but are not
to high water table; low soil
high
index;
zones
subsidence;
the proposed
, caves. so~verns or sinkholes. If no such conditions are known to
location,

8)

greater

For each

must

!CUll\AC'

that at least 4

of pipe.

minimum

allOWing
of backfill

width for nrnnar compaction backfill.
on each
the pipe. Will
be

maximum trench width:

Use Ihe back of this page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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Min. Trench
Min. Trench
Min. Trench
Diameter:
. Trench
Pipe Diameter: _ _ Min. Trench
Diameter:
Min. Trench

•
T22)

Will

Width: 32
Width:
Width:
Width:
Width:
Width:

trench walls be vertical to at
in

Plan sheet -'-JL--_

Will
backfill be
of stones greater
unstable material? --'--=-=-_

Max. Trench Width:
Max.
Width:
Max.
Width:
Max.
Width:
Max.
Width:
Max. Trench Width:
the
page _ __
6 inches in diameter and

organic or any

page _ __ Item

in submittal: Plan

Corrosion Prevention:
T24)

•

List any proposed collection system components (pipes, manholes, etc ... ) that will
susceptible to
through the corrosive
of an anaerobic
environment. If the collection system
does not contain any components whO
usceptible to deterioration through the
an anaerobic
environme skip to T26:

IV A

If the proposed wastewater collection
susceptible to
provisions to
components from corrosive attack, such as
liners, high alkalinity
etc, are needed. If
been taken to protect
wastewater collection
from
corrosive attack, detail
corrosion prevention measures below. Indicate that
measures are
sufficient to protect the
sanitary sewer piping
corrosive attack
a design
of 50 years
indicate
in
and specifications
measures are required. If
proposed wastewater
collection
contains components
to corrosive attack, and if corrosion prevention measures
will not taken
this project, provide an
analysis demonstrating that the collection
will adequately resist corrosive attack
year design life of
project.
analysis must
consider
potential for anaerobic conditions both under startup conditions and at ultimate buildout.
to
Manual and Reports on Engineering Practice-No.
specifics
addressed?_ __

•

Use the back of this page and auachments if needed for IOllg Ilarrative allswers or engineering calculations.
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: 30

Manholes

manholes

T26)

Section 3

(c)

at all

in size,

Y(. S

or alignment of pipe?

Are manholes or c1eanouts provided at
spacings

T28)

are as follows:

Pipe ,>"""tor (in)
6 15

(ft)

Manhole

500
800

18 30
- 48

or larger

2000
maximum

Indicate

project will

for

proposed

~ Max.

Pipe Diameter:
Diameter:
Diameter:

Spacing:
Max. Spacing: _ _
Max.

Do the maximum
requirements? Y($
Manholes Ventilation:
Provide

in

Max. Spacing:
Max.
Max.

for this project comply with the TeEQ's maximum manhole spacing

TAe 317.2.(c)

100-year flood

(e)

project area(s)'

elevation

70 22
1

6b7.3't
1)

On

was

~E C-

RAS"

V\fl;~

elevation

J

+0 r

O~ ~ "" 0" cl I; s ~

\1$

Use the back of this page and atlachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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of pipe.

•

T32)

Manhole covers which within a 100 year flood plain must sealed
or otherwise provided
adequate protection against inflow. Such measures should
be provided to any manholes
or streets
to
flows. Will
reqUirement
met? Yes
Location

T33)

submittal:

Specifications page _ __ Item No. _ __

No. _ __

submittal: Plan sheet _ __ Specifications

Manholes - Minimizing Turbulence:
T34)

,b

If this
does not contain any sections line with more than three manholes in sequence which are
bolted and gasketed, or protected against inflow in some other fashion. skip to T34. Where more than
three manholes in sequence are to be bolted
every third manhole (or a maximum of every
feet) must
vented to a point above the 100 year flood plain elevation in a way that prevents
1
stormwater inflow. Additionally. the plans should identify the nearest known flood plain
any
covers which are required to be
these requirements
Does this project solely
against inflow with bolted
gasketed manholes? ___~
ventilation provisions:

Location
•

sheet

TAC 317.2. (c)(5)(E)

unequal
pipes enter a manhole. the crowns
the pipes should be at equal elevation
and the manhole channel should slope evenly between
inverts. If relevant, have
where
been incorporated into the
(If not relevant to this
skip to T35)? ...:...:.1-'-'-_
these
Drop
must be provided
a manhole at an elevation
than 30 inches
above the manhole invert. This
is especially important where force mains or inverted
Siphons
into the gravity collection
. Any required drops should be detailed in the
project plan
If relevant. have
requirements been
(If not relevant skip to T36)?

N!A

Location in submittal:
T36)

•

sheet _ __ Specifications page _ __ Item

Where sewer
enter the manhole
than
be filleted to prevent solids deposition. A drop
manhole more than 30 inches above the invert.
plans or profile
If
have
relevant skip to T37)? --'-~'-'-

above the manhole
invert
should be provided
a sewer entering a
fillets should
the
been incorporated into the design (If not

A U~shaped channel must
provided through the
base.
half the pipe diameter.
pipes
diameter. channel depth must be at
Use the back of this page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers
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Or

engineering calculations.

less than 15 inches
15 inches but

•

than
diameter,
depth must
at
3/4 the
diameter.
than inches diameter.
depth must
at least equal to the pipe diameter. Has
been followed in
design? --'--"-_
T38)

manhole bench (base area outside
been followed in

Inverted Siphons: 30

flow

~.............~f corrosive

activity
to
cond Hions.
If the project includes
pipes,
the
___ Provide
and show that
.2(c) (6) of

Technology: 30
T40)

must be sloped at least 0.5 inches per foot.

317.2.(c)(6)

T39)

•

greater
principle

317.2

(2)(A)

If
project propose any
installation
(e.g. slip-lining;
and jacking; or.
microtunneling). please provide a
description
of installation,
and
justification of why
-">'I'I'rl"l'Tr-wcl is appropriate for this project. If the project
not propose
trenchless
T41 :

Curvature: 30 TAC 317.2(c)(4)
1)

Vertical curvature between manholes is not allowed in gravity collection
designed without the use of vertically curved gravity collection piping nonAlOl'>

:Horizontal Curvature: 30
T42)

•

317.2

been

(4)

If this project d s not
any portions which
horizontally curved
sewer
to T57.
317 of
's
states
be
in straight alignment
piping,
with un
e between manholes
slight deviations
and
are justified to the satisfaction of the Executive
" To clarify what constitutes justification to
satisfaction the
Director, the TCEQ developed a horizontal curvature policy.
specifics
Use the back of Ihis page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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of this horizontal curvature policy are detailed in
includes horizontally
T43 through
then continue
gravity
sewer
complete
with T57. Has
amount of horizontal curvature which will be
in
been

T43)

by joint deflection or pipe flexure, but not both.
the
utilized
curve will be proVided by
to
horizontal curvature will be provided by pipe
for
type
size
to
installed using
pipe flexure, calculate the minimum
of curvature which is proposed in this project and calculate a
is the average outside diameter the pipe inches.
value for 300 * D where
Q•

material and for each
diameter,
the minimum radius of curvature
For each type of
manufacturer.
minimum radius curvature recommended by a national reference
recommended by
standard
available). the minimum radius
curvature calculated
and
300*0 0
calculated in

Pipe Material

Minimum
Radius of
Curvature
Recommended
Manufacturer

I

Minimum
Radius of
Curvature
Recommended
by National
Reference
Standard
(N!A if none)

Calculated
Minimum
Radius of
Curvature

Diameter
1
Pipe Diameter
2
Pipe Diameter

3
Pipe Diameter
4
Pipe Diameter
5

Use the back of this page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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Value for
300*Do

Pipe Diameter
6

T45)

If curvature will be provided by pipe flexure, all
must
installed fully
must describe how installation will be
curved sections. The minimum radius curvature
calculated carmot less than the minimum radius of curvature recommended
manufacturer or the
muumum
of curvature recommended by
applicable national
standards.
not be less
300*Do' Will
requirements
of curvature also
Item No. _ __

in submittal: Plan sheet _ __

curvature in this project will not be provided
joint deflection, skip to T52 If the
curvature in
project will be provided
joint deflection. calculate
joint deflection
for
pipe diameter:

T46)

N/A

T47)

Report

maximum proposed joint deflection

Pipe Diameter:NJ!1
Diameter:
Diameter:
Pipe
Pipe

Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

each pipe diameter:
joint
joint
Joint
joint Deflection: _ __
Joint Deflection: _ __
joint

Use Ihe back of this page and allachmenls if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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T48)

•

Indicate manufacturer's
recommended joint deflection for pipe to
used and/or indicate
maximum joint deflection recommended by the appropriate national
standard (ASTM, AWWA,
etc. .. ) for
to
a)

Manufacturer's maximum recommended jOint

joint
Joint
joint
b)

National

T49)

recommended joint deflection (degrees):

I-/otoroln,-.

.___

•

(degrees) :

joint Deflection ._ __
joint
Joint

Deflection.·~_ _

The maximum allowable joint deflection allowed by
horizontal curvature policy is equal to
the lesser
S
, or 80% of T48(a) or 80% of T48(b). Indicate the maximum allowable joint
deflection for each pipe diameter:
___ Max. Allowable joint
for
joint
Allowable joint
. Joint Deflection for Project_ __
. Allowable Joint
joint Deflection
Allowable joint Deflection'
joint
for
Allowable joint Deflection: ___Max. Joint Deflection for
Allowable joint
joint Deflection for

TSO)

1)

If the proposed joint
for any individual portion of
as calculated in T46 is greater than
allowable jOint deflection as
in T49
same
pipe,
proposed
curvature will not
approved by
the proposed horizontal curvature comply with TCEQ
policy as outlined in T43 through T49 above? I'6t '" IA
Curved lines constructed using joint deflection must be tested
that the
deflection is not exceeded.
Location in submittal: Plan

TS2)

For

deflection with a
this test been

pipe which will be installed with horizontal curvature,

NJA

No. _ __

Specifications page _ __

Min. Slope: _ _

the minimum

Pipe
Min. Slope: _ __

TS3)

•

All curved sections of gravity
must
installed at a minimum
slopes in
corresponding minimum slope for straight lines. Do

at least 3%

N
Use the back of this page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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than the

•

T54)

Maximum allowable manhole spacing for sections of pipe with horizontal curvature is 300 feet. Has thls
requirement been met in the design? N1ft

T55)

Manholes should be provided at PC and PT of horizontal curves.
provisions? N I A

T56)

Trench excavation must match the radius of curvature of the installed pipe, with the pipe laid in the center
of the trench. Has this requirement been incorporated into the design and detailed in the specifications?

Does the design include such

NIA

Location in submittal: Plan sheet

---

Specifications page _ __ Item No. _ __

Reduction ofInflow: 30 TAC 317.2(a)(8)
T57)

TCEQ rules do not allow combined sewers. Has the project been designed to preclude or eliminate any
connections of storm drains, roof drainS, etc .. . to the sanitary sewer? Ve-s

T58)

If storm drainage facUities are proposed for construction in conjunction with this project, were these
designed to prevent storm water from entering the sanitary sewer? '{ t ~

T59)

Please indicate the design storm return period for the storm sewer, if applicable:

j DO

~....

Rigid Pipe Design

General Requirements: 30 TAC 317.2(a)(2)(8)
•

T60)

pipe~

If the project does not specify an option to use rigid
If the project specifies an option
to use rigid pipe , please provide an engineering analysis which shows that the rigid pipe design will be
adequate to withstand the applied loads expected from the proposed installation. Consideration should be
given to trench width, depth of cover, effect of water table elevation on the rigid pipe, etc. Please indicate
the maximum burial depth or applied load for each diameter and type of pipe material and the
corresponding minimum strength properties or allowable depth of installation as specified in the appropriate
national reference standard, or as specified by the pipe manufacturer.

Flexible Pipe Design

T61)

•

If the project specifies an option to use flexible pipe materials , complete T62 through T87 . If the project
does not specify an option to use flexible pipe materials, skip to T89.

Live Load Analysis: 30 TAC 317.2(a)(2)(A)
Use the back of this page and attachmenls if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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For

purposes
this application,
minimum depth of burial for gravity sanitary sewer pipe, from
ground
to the crown
the pipe (H) is 2 feet. Does the submitted design comply with this
minimum H?---,,~_

•

If all pipe proposed
installed at a burial depth of
than or equal to 3.0
and
pipe will not b
18
assume that the pressure due to
,
load (L ) = 0 an
than or equal to 2 feet and
than 3 feet is
for any portio
e gravity sanitary sewer pipeline or if
pipe will be subjected to live
loads greater than 18 kip axle, calculations which quantify what
L] on the pipe
be must be
provided:

T64)

Indicate minimum H: _ _ __
Indicate maximum anticipated

•

as determined in

T66)

Are all proposed

T67)

Indicate source of maximum L\· __________________

this

Analysis: 30 TAC 317.2(a)(2)(A)
T68)

Calculate allowable and
buckling
Predicted and
buckling pressures must be
calculated for each
of pipe and type
pipe material. For
purposes
this application
form. the buckling
must be
the method outlined below. The method of
calculating allowable buckling pressure provided below is
valid for
which are installed at depths
of 2 ft ~ H ~ 80
a) Calculate allowable bucking
as follows:
Equation (1)

Equation (2)

•

Use the back of this page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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B

Equation (3)

Equation (4)

h

height

(psi)

pounds per

buckling

soil surface above top
of water

pipe in inches (in)

above top

pipe in

(in) (groundwater elevation)

s h (groundwater elevation is between
Water buoyancy factor. If = 0, Rw = 1. If 0 ::;
the top the
and
ground surface), calculate Rw with
2
II

of burial in

ground

coefficient of
modulus of

=

E

I

reaction for
of

modulus

to crown of

support
bedding material (psi)
pipe material (psi)

moment of
of
pipe wall cross section
linear inch pipe,
inch
. For
wall pipe, I can be calculated with equation 4.
the pipe used is not solid
wall pipe
example a
with a ribbed cross section). the proper moment of
the
formula must be obtained

=

pipe structural wall thickness (in)
D
b)

mean pipe diameter (in)
Calculate

applied to pipe under installed
Equation (5)

Equation (6)

applied to

conditions

Use the back of Ihis page and allachmenls if needed for long narralive answers or engineering calculations.
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0.0361 pounds per cubic inch (pci) , specific weight of water

Yw

•

weight of soil

=

pounds per cubic

vertical soil load on the

per unit length in pounds

linear inch (lb/in)

load as determined in T63

T69)

Report

and

for

pipe diameter
Material
Pipe

•

(pc£)

and

each type

pipe material proposed:

L-"'--c...-_

Material.,,-,-=-~_

___
Pipe Material :_ __
Pipe Material :_ __
Pipe Material·. _ __
Material'_~

Pipe Diameter:_ __
Pipe
T70)

Wall
1)

~ qp'
pipe is acceptable for
proposed installation. If s; qp' the wall thickness of
must be increased and/or a pipe with a
modulus
elasticity (E) must be used. Make the
appropriate
and repeat the buckling analysis,
the upgraded pipe. :? qp'
all the pipe proposed for this
meet

If qa

30

7.2(a)(2)(A)

~f

no concrete encased flexible pipe is proposed for the submitted
any flexible pipe
will
in
encasement
maximum ~t
pipe can
buried
wall crushing (or failure
ring
will occur using
method outlined below.
It should be noted that cement
sand or soil is not considered a rigid encasement for purposes of

Equation (7)

outside pipe

•

in .

Use the back of this page and allachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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stress or hydrostatic
(HDB).
typical PVC
other
material the HDB must supplied by
pipe

rr'lrnnr·",,,<,hro

wall, in. 21ft

A

specific weight

Y5

T72)

in pounds

H

Depth of

24

conversions and

cubic

in feet (ft) from ground

(pcf)
to crown

pipe,

installations proposed
project have an H less
or
to
maximum allowable
~~"'~UL','" in
1 and
than or equal to 2
Report maximum allowable H, (HJ,
proposed
and
type
pipe
H which is proposed, (Hp) ,
materiaL

Pipe
Pipe Material :_ __
Pipe Material:_ __
Pipe Material._ __
Effects: 30

Installation

317.2 (a)

(A)

If flexible
will
installed under favorable ambient temperature condit' ns, skip
f flexible
will be installed under
high or low
conditions, p ease indicate
Use the back of this page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers
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Of

engineering calculations.

for handling which will

nY'nrc,,'

the

and ensure an

Specifications page _ __ Item No. _ __

Location in submittal: Plan

T74)

317.2. (a) (2) (A), 317.2. (a) (5)

Strength:

TAC

The

need to indicate minimum allowable tensile strength in psi
PVC pipe is proposed, specify cell class:

, ,DO 0

Tensile Strength'
V,,"U'UVH

TAC
T75)

installation:

Class (PVC only): 12"154 B
Class (PVC only) :_ __
Cell
(PVC only)'_ __
Cell
(PVC only):_ __
page _ __ Item

in submittal: Plan sheet _ __
Section 317.2. (a)(2)(A)

Are
conditions of this installation
that strain-related failure will not be a problem?
If any
proposed
material is considered to susceptible to
failure at
than
longterm deflection provide analysis for predicted strain
to hoop stress
bending
strain-related
failure will not
a problem for the pipe installation proposed in this project. skip to

Deflection Analysis: 30 TAC

2(a)

(A)

Eb (modulus of soil reaction
the bedding material) in psi. If
provided.: -L.::::-'--+---=-
justification must

~

is

flOW was Eb determined or estimated?

T77)

Indicate E' n (modulus
was E! n

T7S)

each flexible

tiot,>rrn

Based on T76 and T77,

soil

for the

soil) in psi:

_~--+=_

or
calculate

ratio

bedding modulus to soil modulus:

If this
is
than 1. ,a zeta factor must be
is a
which corrects for the
of in-situ
on
soil modulus is less than or equal to 1 , assume zeta
Use the back of Ihis page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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than 750

~~~~~~-

T79)

•

-----

Where native soil is significantly weaker than bedding material. or where predicted deflection approaches
5%. the effect of native soil must be quantified using Leonhardt's Zeta factor. Zeta must be determined
for each diameter of pipe and corresponding trench width . Zeta may be estimated graphically or calculated
directly. If zeta is estimated graphically. identify the source for tables. figures. etc ... (including page
numbers and table numbers or figure numbers for each source) which were used to estimate zeta. To
calculate zeta directly use the formulas in T79 (b). below. The calculations which are done to determine
the zeta factors for the different pipe diameters must be included with this submittal .
(a) . Sources:

•

(b) Calculations:

zela=

1.44
I

jT(l .44""" (lj,jE,.)

t= ___~_{d....;;;...-_I_ __
1.154-tO.444+Q>ld..-1)

f

pipe/trench width coefficient

b

trench width

da

•

==

pipe diameter

Eb

modulus of soil reaction for the bedding material (psi)

E' n

modulus of soil reaction for the in-situ soil (psi)

Use the back of this page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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Equation (8)

Equation (9)

•

T80)

•

For each size of pipe, report zeta factor determined in T78 or T79:
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe

T81)

Diameter:
Diameter:
Diameter:
Diameter:
Diameter:
Diameter:

·f'

~,

Trench
Trench
Trench
Trench
Trench
Trench

Width: ~2
Width:
Width:
Width:
Width:
Width:

Zeta:
Zeta:
Zeta:
Zeta:
Zeta:
Zeta:

Determine pipe stiffness (Ps) in psi. Ps can be determined either by parallel plate test at 5% deflection ,
based on manufacturer's data or national reference standards; or, calculated using either equation 10 or
equation 1l. As an example, the minimum pipe stiffness at 5% deflection for PVC pipe less than 15
inches in diameter meeting ASTM D 3034, is 46 psi for SDR-35 and 115 psi for SDR 26. If equation
11 is used, the ring stiffness constant (RSC) is provided by the pipe manufacturer. Show calculations , or
provide proper references, for each size of pipe and for each flexible pipe material.
p=
E1
, 0.149+r3

Equation (10)

or
P,=0.80+RSC+(8.g'57lD)

•

Use the back or this page and atlaclunents ir needed ror long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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Equation (11)

•

E

modulus

I

moment of inertia the pipe wall cross
per linear inch of pipe, inch 4/1ineal inch
3
inch .
solid wall
I can
calculated with equation 4. If the
used is not
wall pipe (for example a pipe with a ribbed cross
, the proper moment of inertia
formula must be obtained from
manufacturer.

D

mean pipe diameter (in)

I'

mean radius (in)

Report

•

each

pipe material (psi)

and

type

flexible pipe

as determined in

the terms
denominator of the modified Iowa formula (Equation 13) are
, it is
(Ps 0) and
predict flexible pipe
less than
theoretically possible to have zero pipe
In order to ensure that the stiffness being provided to the installation has a reasonable contribution
from
does not rely solely on
provided by
soil stiffness
, the
of
must be calculated. IfP/SSF < 0.15, T81 and T82 must
repeated such
a
pipe is chosen for each portion of the project where
< 0.15. The
ratio(s) must
then be recalculated
the'new higher
pipe.
process must be repeated
~ o.
for
proposed pipe sizes
for all types flexible pipe materials.

P,::::
~

P,:
O.061.zekl.B~

- 2.b't

~

O.IS /

stiffness (psi) [from T82]
modulus of soil

•

1.

Pipe
Pipe Material·..-...:;_-,--_
Pipe Material:_ _ __
Material:_ _ __
Pipe Material:_ _ __
Pipe

Pipe
Pipe
T83)

elasticity of

for the bedding

(psi) [from T76]

Use the back of this page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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Equation (12)

•

zeta

1.0, or a value calculated with the method

SSF

soil

T79

(0.061

the final

for P/SSF

each

of pipe and

pvc
pvc

Diameter ._=---_
Pipe
8
Pipe
Pipe Diameter'_ __
Pipe
Pipe
T8S)

T86)

•

each pipe material:

P/SSF.~_

all proposed pipe sizes
than or equal to 0.1

to soil

factor ratio of

Calculate
report predicted def1ection. Predicted deflection must be calculated
each
of pipe and
type of flexible pipe materiaL For the purposes of
application
predicted deflection must be
calculated using the method outlined below. Show calculations and report calculated maximum deflection
for each
of pipe and type of flexible pipe material. Maximum allowable deflection in installed
is 5%, as determined
the deflection analysis and
by a mandrel test conforming to
conservatism should be employed
determining allowable predicted deflections. This conservatism is
necessary to allow for variability in the quality of installation.

Equation (13)

y,+H

Equation (14)

144
%ilY/D

C-Ul\,lLU

il Y

•

% vertical

under load.

Change in vertical pipe diameter under load

D

Undef1ected mean pipe diameter (in)

K

Bedding

constant. Assumed to be 0.110 unless otherwise justified.

Use the back of this page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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Unit weight of soil (pet). Ys
Ii

Depth of burial (ft) from ground surface to crown

Lp

Prism load
. If prism load is
using Marston's load formula, or
formulas
conservative than the one provided above,
load should be multiplied
a deflection
1.5 to account for
deflection the pipe as
bedding consolidates.

=

(Ps from T82; zeta from

*

*

*
*
T87)

than 120 pef must be

If

and

from T76)

predicted %~ Y ID
any proposed
size or material is over
the proposed
cannot be approved by
TCEQ.
modifications must be
must be
until a deflection of
than or equal to
is predicted.

pipe

T78, and the predicted deflection for any size or type
deflection analysis must be
same calculations.
will
1.0. the zeta factor must
calculated as outlined in
predicted deflection is determined to be above 5%
the deflection analysis is
, this flexible
cannot approved by
. Appropriate design modifications must
made and
must be
until a deflection of less than or equal to
is predicted.

If a zeta value of 1.0 was
of

pipe,
the deflection
of ] .0 was assumed as a
for deflection

If
predicted deflection, for a
is less
or equal to 4%,
to comply

method detailed above,
, that particular
and can

If the predicted deflection, for a particular pipe, using the deflection analysis method detailed above,
is between 4%
, and
zeta factor which was used in the
using
method in T79, that particular pipe is
to
the
deflection
can therefore
approved.
analysis

Report
pipe stiffness
modulus of the
material.

,types pipe material proposed for
material (Ps), zeta factors assumed or
(E b) and
deflection predicted for

pipe material,
pipe
and
of pipe

% Deflec

Type of

tion

Use the back of this page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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Pipe Diameter 4
yo

I
Pipe Diameter 6
T88)

Do all pipes proposed

this

have a maximum predicted deflection of 5

Yrs

Miscellaneous Requirements

Inspection, and
317.2. (c)(5)(H)
T89)

30 TAC

(1), 317.2.(a)(4)(A)&(8),

All
installed pipe
No

pipe must be tested for
by
a
mandrel through the
30 days after placement and compaction of final backfill.
shall be
to measure
The test
without mechanical
mandrel's minimum outside diameter is
mandrel must
an
number of runners, totaling nine or more.
mandrel must
a length at
75% the
inside diameter. A TV test
cannot substitute for
deflection test. Will
requirements be met? E S
Item No. _ __

in submittal: Plan sheet _ __ Specifications
T90)

1)

7. 2 (a)(4)(C),

A professional
the State of
required deflection test. This certification may be
in
317.1.(e)
Will these

must certify that
entire installation passed the
in conjunction with
notice
completion
be
5

A
test is
all
For
that is not horizontally curved, a
test
and/or a low pressure air test must be performed on all proposed
sewer collection piping.
All sections horizontally
These tests must comply with Section 317.2 (a) (4) the
line must
subjected to a hydrostatic
of
the
, with a maximum allowable
of 10 gallons/inch
317.2. (a)(4)(A)
all leakage tests
for
project comply with
leakage test
diameter/mile/day.
requirements of 317.2(a)(4)?
S Which
test will be
Low
SW-l.. A.
Specifications page _ __

Location in submittal: Plan

No. _ __

, then
with a hydrostatic test, answer
through T 1 and continue with
answer
through

the hydrostatic manhole test proposed
(H) of
detailed in Section 31
in submittal. Plan

3

in this

Specifications page _ __

comply with

No. _ __

Use the back of this page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calclliations.
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test

T94)

•

manhole shall
inunediately after assembly and prior to backfilling.
which have
been backfilled shall either be
to
entire exterior prior to vacuum
or
manhole shall
tested for leakage by means of a hydrostatic test. Will this requirement be met?_ __
Location in submittal:

T95)

All

holes
met?- - 

exterior joints shall be plugged with an

in submittal:
T96)

grout shall

No. _ __

Specifications
nnrAU£,,,

non-shrink

Will this requirement

No. _ __

Specifications

before testing. Will this requirement

in horizontal

met?_ __

Location in submittal: Plan sheet _ __ Specifications page _ __ Item
T97)

All
the manhole shall
into the manhole. Will this requirement

Stubouts, manhole boots and pipe plugs shall
Will this
met?_ __
in submittal: Plan

•

T99)

secured to

movement while the vacuum is drawn.

Specifications

No. _ __

be used to tighten the external clamps
top of the manhole. Will this requirement
met?_ __

Location in

Plan

Specifications

Specifications

secure the test cover

No.

inside the top of
cone section and
test head shaH
at
with the manufacturer's recommendation. Will this requirement
Location in submittal: Plan

being drawn

No. _ __

A minimum 60-inch/lb torque wrench

to

00)

plugs

Specifications page _ __

Location in submittal:
T98)

care to

inflated

No.

TlO 1) A vacuum of 10
shall drawn and the vacuum pump shut off. With the valves
the
shall
vacuum to
to 9
mercury. The manhole shall
is
than 2 minutes. If the manhole fails the initial
shall be made with
a non-shrink grout while
vacuum is still being drawn.
the manhole fails a second time, repairs
should
be made and the manhole shall tested by means of a hydrostatic test which complies with
Section 317.2(c)(5)
of
s
If
manhole fails
hydrostatic
after failing the
vacuum test
, the contractor should consider replacing that manhole. If
contractor chooses to
to
that
the manhole must
by means of the hydrostatic test outlined in
317. 2(c)(5)(H) of the TCEQ's
until it
. WilJ
be
Location in submittal: Plan sheet _ __ Specifications page _ __ Item No

•

Use the back of this page and allacrunenls if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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02)

must be provided during critical phases
construction by a qualified inspector under
of pipe
direction of a P . Critical
of construction are deemed at a minimum to include
manholes
leakage,
flexible
for
deflection. Do
project
r"nnn<: define
and indicate who (owner,
project
etc ... ) will assume

3

Location in submittal: Plan
TI03) TCEQ

Specifications page _ __ Item

specifications review
the
once the
state
Texas must
that
construction was performed
the approved plans and specifications. If flexible pipe was
pipe was subjected to and passed
required deflection test. Will

TI04) Indicate who

, project manager, etc ..) will

the

Project
sheet _ __ Specifications page _ __ Item

Location in submittal:

31

Occupational
Public Health, and Environmental Protection: TAC
317.2.(c)(5)(0), 317 .2(c) (5)(E) , 317.2(c)(F)
TI05)

.(a)(7). 3 .13,317.2.(a)(8)

project
and
must ensure that the pipe installation will adhere to the minimum
separation distances allowed by 317.1 Appendix E the
s
Additionally,
project
an exact reproduction of the
or
should include language
wording detailed in Section 317.13 (Appendix E) of the
which ensures that the separation
which are discovered during the installation
of the
between any unknown water
flr",orr, and,
gravity
sewer
which
be installed,
be
to comply with
minimum separation distances allowed by 317 ,Appendix E, of
TCEQ' s
Will
of 317.13, Appendix E, been
page _ __ Item No. _ __

Plan

06) Briefly
provisions to control erosion or sedimentation due to
during
be required by the
on a case by case basis:
project. Additional

\J $e

D~

SfovVVl w

~;\\
e.--

\=-eVlc.e

V\c..\

roc.k

berms,

Rt

l,

_5__

Specifications

T107) If the project
does not
any water wells,
potable water storage ~U'-JLUU.'~J, skip t~ If
project

Item No. _ __

water sources potable
does contain
water wells,

Use the back of 111;S page and attachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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>1"'1

lav\

submittal: Plan sheet

Location

C(

or

water sources potable
or potable water storage
include any applicable sections of 30 TAC Chapter

the project, is
T108) If an air
is required
the elevation
water outlets
appurtenances? --'---'--'-'-_ If no air
Occupational Safety: 30

Tlll)

at

manhole covers at least

with a minimum 18 inch air
water surface ~~
any
skip t T109

sewer

48

in diameter?

5

-"'---

nominal

purposes of
application, the use of manhole steps to access manholes for maintenance
purposes will not be approved by the TCEQ! Please indicate
will
if a
manhole is in need of
. Po,-\tlb\e ItlJJer
Location in submittal: Plan

12)

U'-'~"""J'-U

Sections

Are all manhole base
10) Are

project
the

Specifications page _ __

No. _ __

detectors are required
wear by all
whose jobs require
enclosed
(such as manholes and
stations) capable of having accumulations of hydrogen sulfide or other harmful
ensuring that these detectors are
to the appropriate
gases. Please indicate who is responsible
personnel.
Location in

Item No. - - -

T113) If you answered no to
of the items
this application you may need to obtain a variance from
those items
accordance with Section 311.1(f) of the
rules. Section 317.1(f)
the
TCEQ's rules states, "Variance.
variance from the design criteria herein may be granted by the
commission if the variance would not result in an unreasonable risk to treatment plant performance,
public health or the waters in the state.
each item to which you answered no below. For each item which had a no answer, provide an
engineering justification which addresses the requirements of 311.1(f). The TCEQ review engineer
will determine whether or not a variance is needed. If a variance is needed, the TCEQ review
engineer will determine whether or not sufficient engineering justification to comply with 311.1 (f)
has been provided to warrant
a

In order for this document to
valid, the professional engineer responsible for the completion of
this application form must
that all the information provided
this application and in the
accompanying set of plans and specifications show full compliance with the requirements of Chapter
311 of the TCEQ's rules, unless a variance from Chapter 311 is being requested. and the
professional engineer responsible for this application form provides the needed justification for the
Use the back of this page and allacitmenls if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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•

Additionally, the professional engineer responsible for completing this application must
application, which were relevant to the project, were fIUed out as
certifY that
portions of
completely as possible, and that aU supporting calculations and engineering analyses requested in
this application were performed. These calculations shall show that the proposed design complies
with Chapter 311. By affixing a Texas registered professional engineer's seal to this document.
below, that professional engineer certifies the compliance requirements described this item (item
Tl13) have
met.

Signature, Seal and
complied with:

of the Texas Professional Engineer who is certifYing that item T113 has been

•

•

Use the back of this page and aHachments if needed for long narrative answers or engineering calculations.
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sori Cl..Assrr-icA nON or

DEGREe or- COMPACnON

EMflEDMENT

OF EMBEDMENT
DUMPED

Unified Soil

•

Classification System

< !l5%

r

< 40% RD
High.ly cowpres,iblc
fine-grdnc.d

85 to < 95% P
C!. 40 10 < 'IU% RD
~

JOGH
~

~

95% P

70% RD

50119 with medium to high plRsllcity or wilh signHicanl organlc conlent

60l1S

ClI, Mn, 011, OL or any ~oil
containing one of these symbols
(I. e.•

MODERATE

SIJGlrr

No data available.

-NOT RECOt.lMENDED-

CUCII)

fine-grained soils
Soils wjrh m~lium 10 no pJ3.!)ticiry
and with less tban 30 % coarse

E' :; 50

gral.n~

jm1icJes CL, ML (or
CL-ML. CUML. MUCL)

E'

:=

200

F~

= 0.5

T, == *1.5

E'::;; 4M

E'

=

1500

F,::;; 0 ,75
Tr :::; *2.5

Sandy or gravellV finc-grnJned
soils

Solis with medium 10 no pllL!licily

E' = 150

=:

400

E' = 1000

F~ =:

0.5

F.

E'

and with 30 % or more coarse
grainetl particles

eL, ML

(or

CL-ML, CUML, MUCL)
T, == *1.5

'fr

=

E' ;:;; 1500

0.67

= *2

T, == "2.5

Coarse.grained soils with flnes

•

Sande, gravels with more than 12 %
finc, Ge, GM, SC, SM (or BOY soil
beginning with Doe of these symbol!!
(i.e., SCICL»)

Clean coarse-wined soils

~

E' = 200
SlWds. gravc::ls with 12 % or less
fines GW. GP, SW, SP or any soil
heginning wilh One of theso !IymLols
(i.e., GP-GM)

F.
T,

=;

0.67

F.

= 1.5

= 0.61

T, :::: 2

Ezooo)

E'

•

=-

T, = l.S

T, ::: 2.5

1000

E' :; 3000

fd = 0.67

F. = 1

=

T, ... 3

Tr

2

Notes: Soil classlOcation based On- ASTIvf D 2'187 or D 2488
Fines are soil particles that pass a No. 200 (75·/lm) sieve
r is Proctor Density
RD j, Relative Density
Percent Proctor bllSCd on ASTM D 698, AASIITO T-9Y or lJSER 5.')00 (" SI:1llcL1r,1 ProClor")
Percc:.ot RelatiVe Dwsity based on I\STM D 4253 aod D 425<1 or USUR 5525, 5530, nOlI 7250
V~l\\c' :tJlplicaulc Duly ror cover of ~hollt 50 (cel or le9!
E' values :ue in lb/in ' ; 1'4 IUld T( :Ire c1imemiuule:ss

E-A-G E 5A

= 3000

F, = 0.75

Crushed roc};
Not morc LhaQ 25 % passing 3/B-wch
sieve and not Illore than J2 % fines;
maximum size not 10 e)(ceed
J illches.
"Douul~ T, value If emuedment will become saruI1lI~

E'

•
i81.j

•

•

Short Form Specificctior:1

:SCOPE
This specificatio n designales general require
menls for 1.5" Ihro ugh 12" unplasticlzed polYvinyl
chloride (PVC) plastic pressure pipe wlfh Integral
bell and splgol Joints for Ihe conveyance of
waler and o lher lIulds .

::MATERIALS
This pipe shall meel Ihe requiremenls 01 ASTM 0
2241 "S landard Specification for Polyvinyl
Chloride (PVC) Pressure Raled Pipe (SDR Series)."
A ll pipe shall b e made from quality PVC resin ,
compounded 10 provide physical and mechani
cal properties Ihol equal or exceed cell class
12454 as defined in ASTM D 1784.

::HYDROSTATIC TESTING
Random samples 01 given inlervals are lesled in
compliance wilh ASTM 0 2241 for hydroslalic
capability in Ihe quick bursllesl.

::STANDARD LAYING
LENGTHS
Siand ard laying lenglhs shall be 20 feel far all
sizes . Alleasl85% of Ihe 10101 foolage of pipe 01
any class and size shall be furnished in slandard
lenglhs . The remaining 15% can be furnished in
rondom lengfhs.

•

Pipe INlollalfon and usage shall be In comp li
ance wlth ' JMM Publica lion TR-403B "I.P.S.
Pressure and ' lnigalion Pipe Ins lallation Guide"
and TR-410A "Pressure Pipe Tapping Guide."

All pipe sholl be suilable far use as pressure con
duit. Provisions musl be made for expansion and
conlraclion 01 e ach Jolnl with an elaslomeric
ring . The bell shall consisl of an inlegral wall sec
tion wilh a faclory inslalled, solid cross sec lion
Rieber eloslomeric gaskel which meels Ih e
requir eme nls of ASTM F 477. The bell section shall
be designed 10 be 01 leasl as hydroslalically
slrong as Ihe pipe barrel and meel Ihe require
m e nls of ASTM 0 2241. The jolnl design meels Ihe
requirem en ls of ASTM D 3139, under bolh p res
sure and 22" Hg vacuum. Sizes and dimensions
sh oll be as shown in this specification .

05

JMM b rochure

ASTM 2241
-1.QI,l psi
21 0

Test

Long Term Pre ssure Tes l

::QUICK BURST TEST
Randomly selecled samples lesled in accor
dance wilh ASTM 0 1599 shall wilhsland, wilh 
oul failure, Ihe pressure lis led below when
applied for 60-70 seconds.
DR
41
32.5
26
21
17

RaHng
(psi)

Minimum burst pressure

100
125
160

315

al73'F (psi)

1000 hou.!l..1m!1
Short Te rm Burst Tes t lES t)

315

21
17

500

630

800
_
20 Min

A measure 01 proper fluxing
and precise lemperalure
Q)o lrQI
FkJllenlng TI!l';I

20 Min.

20 Min .

20 Min.

20 Min

Tests extrusion quoU!y

6C/Y.., In
2-5 Min.

60% In

60% In
?-5 Min .

60% In
2-5 Min.

------

and ducmly under slow

2-5 Min.

60% in
2-5 Min.

400

500
630
BOO

200

250

:TYPICAL PHYSICAL AND
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND CAPACITIES

The pipe stiffness using F/t!.y for PVC raled
waler pipe is conlained in Ihe lable below :

DR

_ 400

Ace to ne lmrne,sion Tes t

:: PIPE STIFFNESS

41
32.5
26

125 ~s _
1 __ 19.~11J.QjJs_
I _ _25QJ'!sL
270
340
420
S30

loaglng >;ongiIIQns.

Flay

Rallng (psi)
100
125
160
200
250

28
57
115
22.
437

Property
ISO Hoop
Slress al 7J'F
Shari Term ~u"ling
Sirengih (psi) Min.
I 000 Hour Sirenolh (DS!J Min.
Working Pressur& Rating

7J'F 1% of rollng 01 73'FI
8O'F (% of rallng 01 73'F)
100'F (% of rallno 01 73'FI
Chemical Resistance at73°F

:: DROP IMPACT TEST
:: P IP E

ADDITIONAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS fOR RING-TITE
PVC PRESSURE PIPE

The pipe shall withsland, wilhoul failure 01 7:n .
an impacl of a failing missile, Tup B, 01 Ihe fOl
lowing leve~ lPer ASTM D 2444) .

ACids
Solis· Bases
ANphallc Hydrocarbons
Includlflg crude 0111
Physlcol Properties at

I

ASTM 0 2241

I

PVC Pipe

Melhod

6.00

o 1599
o 1598

Pressure

4200

I

I

I

ASTM
Te~t

100%
88%
62%
Excellltn i
""callenl
Good

Std. Test Specimens

Pipe
Size (In)

Impact

1.5
2
2.5
3

30
30
40
60

4

90

(H/lb,)

Pipe
Size (In)

Impacl
(H/lb,)

5
6
8
10
12

100
120
160
160
160

There shall be no visible evidence or shoHering or
splftt1ng when the energy Is imposed.

TenSile Streng th

Ipsil 01 73'F

7000

Min.

0638

Thermal E)(panslon

In/1OO fI/SO'F change)
Fire Resistance

Flam" Spread
Smoke Development

Coemclent of Flow
Hazen I. Wiliams
Manning, N Value

I

2"
Self
Exlingulshlng
10

330

E 162
E 84

C = 150
N= 0,009

1 ('<;; n."!"S'
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HANDBOOK OF PVC PIPE

CHAPTER VII
DESIGN OF BURIED PVC PIPE
A flexible pipe may be defined as a conduit that will deflect at least two
percent without any sign of structural distress such as injurious cracking.
For a conduit to behave as a flexible pipe when buried, it is required that the
pipe be more yielding than the embedment soil surrounding it.
A flexible pipe derives its soil load carrying capacity from its flexibility.
Under soil load, the pipe tends to deflect, thereby developing passive soil
support at the sides of the pipe. At the same time, the ring deflection re
lieves the pipe of the major portion of the vertical soil load which is then
carried by the surrounding soil through the mechanism of an arching action
over the pipe. (See Chapter VI.)
The effective strength of the pipe-soil system is remarkably high. For
example, tests at Utah State University indicate that a rigid pipe with a three
edge bearing strength of 3300 lb/ft (48.15 kN/m) buried in Class C bedding
will fail with a soil load of 5000 lb/ft (72.95 kN/m). However, under the
identical soil conditions and loading, PVC sewer pipe with a minimum pipe
stiffness of 46 psi deflects only 5 percent. This deflection is far below that
which could cause damage to the PVC pipe wall. Thus, in this example, the
rigid pipe has failed but the flexible pipe has performed successfully.
Of Course, in flat plate or three-edge loading, the rigid pipe will support
much more than the flexible pipe. This anomaly tends to mislead many
would-be flexible pipe users because they relate low flat plate supporting
strength for flexible pipe to the in-soil load capacity. Flat plate or three-edge
loading is an appropriate measure'of load bearing strength for rigid pipes
but not for flexible pipes.
Pipe Stiffness: The inherent strength of flexible pipe is called pipe
stiffness which is measured, according to ASTM D 2412 Standard Test
Method for External Loading Properties of Plastic Pipe by Parallel-Plate
Loading, at an arbitrary datum of 5 percent deflection. Pipe stiffness is de
fined as:

EQUATION 7.1
PS

= F/l::.Y =

EI
O.149r 3

=6.71EI
r3

For solid wall pipes Equation 7.1 can be rewritten as:
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EQUATION 7.2

= F/~Y = 6.;;~t3 = O.559E

[+] 3

wo

19.
the

Where:

= Pipe Stiffness, lbf/in/in. or psi

PS

= Force, lbs./Lin.

F

= Vertical deflection, in.
= Modulus of elasticity, psi

~Y

ty.
oil
re

E

len

r

on

t

~or

!e

= Moment of inertia of the wall cross-section per

I

=
=

EQUATION 7.3
E
PS = 4.47 (DR _ 1)3

lat

:he

ny
ng
.ge

les

pe
~st

lte

le-

= in3

For solid wall PVC pipe with outside diameter controlled dimensions
(rather than I.D.) Equation 7.2 can be further simplified:

ng
:he
lpe

•

unit length of pipe, in4/Lin.
Mean radius of pipe, in.
wall thickness, in.

DR = ~o

Where:

The resulting PS values for various dimension ratios and E values of
PVC pipe are as shown in Table 7.1 .
In addition to altering the "I" value by changing the DR, alternative
shapes can be employed. It is this option of more efficient shapes that has
resulted in a variety of profile wall gravity PVC pipe products for sanitary
and drain applications. Users are afforded the economy of a higher stiff
ness than a DR product of the same raw material quantity and strength.
Equation 7.1 shows that the pipe stiffness increases as the moment of
inertia of the wall cross section increases. For a solid wall pipe the moment

:2
3

of inertia is equal to

in4/Lin., with the center of gravity being at the mid

point of the pipe wall.
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DR or SPR

64
51

42
41
35

33.5
32.5
28

..lL
25
21
18
17

14
13.5

TABLE 7.1
PVC PIPE STIFFNESS (psi)
Min. E = 40Q,QOO psi
Mjn. E
7
14
26
28
46
52
57
91
115
129
224
364
437
815
916

SOO,QOQ psj
9
18
32
35
57
65
71
114
144
161
279
455
546
1,019
1,145

In the case of a profile wall pipe, however, the calculation of the mo
ment of mertia is more complex. First the center of gravity, or centroid, (C)
must be calculated from a common x axis (the inside surface of the pipe)
using Equation 7.4 (Figure 7.1).

EQUATION 7.4

4, A iy'i
Y' =._1_
~Ai
1
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and Relating to

on the
Aquifer Recharge Zone
TAG §213.5(b)(4)(A}, (8), (O}(I) and (G);

June 1, 1

NAME: ____~~~~~~~~~~~==~

___________

POTENTIAL SOURCES
CONTAMINATION
Examples: Fuel storage
use,
storage and use, use of asphaltic products, construction
vehicles tracking onto public roads,
existing solid waste .

.

1.

Fuels for construction equipment and hazardous
construction:

L
2.

3.

which will

used during

Aboveground storage tanks with a cumulative
capacity
less that
gallons
on the
less than one (1) year.
will
Aboveground storage
with a cumulative storage capacity
250 gallons
and
gallons will be stored on the
for less than one (1) year.
Aboveground storage tanks with a cumulative
capacity of
gallons or more
will be stored on the site. An Aboveground Storage Tank Facility Plan
appropriate regional office of the
prior to
must be submitted to
tanks onto the project.
Fuels
hazardous substances will
stored
ATTACHMENT A - Spill Response Actions. A description of
taken to contain any spill of hydrocarbons or hazardous
end of this form.

N/A

4.

SEQUENCE

measures to
is provided at

Temporary aboveground storage tank systems of 250 gallons or more cumulative
capacity must
located a minimum horizontal distance of 1
domestic, industrial, irrigation, or public water supply well, or other
ATTACHMENT B - Potential Sources of Contamination.
in an attachment
at the end of this form any other activities or processes which may be a potential
source of contamination.
are no other potential sources contamination.
CONSTRUCTION

5.

C - Sequence of Major Activities. A description of the sequence of
which will disturb
for major portions of the
(grubbing,
grading, utilities, and
installation) is provided at the end of
an estimate
the total area of the site to
form. For each activity
disturbed by
activity is given.

6.

Name the receiving water(s) at or near
discharges from disturbed areas of

TEMPORARY
MANAG
PRACTICES (TBMPs)
Erosion control examples: tree protection,
swales,
spreaders, outlet stabilization,
blankets or matting, mulch, and sod.
control
stabilized construction
fence, filter
rock
buffer
sediment traps,
sediment
Please
to the
shown
Technical Guidance Manual for
specifications. All structural BMPs must
TCEQ-0602 (Rev. 1

1 of 4

on the

plan.
ATTACHMENT D - Temporary
Management Practices and Measures.
A
description of
TBMPs and measures that will be used during and after construction
are provided at the end of
form. For
activity listed in the sequence of
construction, include appropriate control measures and
general timing (or
sequence) during
construction
that the measures will be implemented.

7.

and measures will prevent pollution of surface water, groundwater, and
The construction-phase BMPs for
sediment controls
to
extent practicable.
following
to retain sediment on
of
form
been provided in the attachment at the
a.

A description of how BMPs and measures will prevent pollution of surface water,
groundwater or
that originates upgradient from the site
across
the site.

b.

A
of how BMPs
measures will prevent pollution of
groundwater that originates on-site or flows off site, including pollution
contaminated stormwater runoff from the

c.

A description of how BMPs and measures
streams, sensitive features, or
aquifer.

prevent pollutants from entering surface

A

of how, to the maximum extent
BMPs and measures will
to naturally-occurring
features identified in either the geologic
assessment,
inspections, or during excavation, blasting, or construction.

8.

The temporary sealing of a naturally-occurring
feature which accepts recharge to the
Edwards Aquifer as a temporary pollution abatement measure during active construction
should
avoided.
A
ATTACHMENT E - Request to Temporarily Seal a Feature.
temporarily seal a feature is provided at the end
this form.
request
justification as to why no reasonable and practicable alternative exists for each feature.
will
no temporary sealing of naturally-occurring sensitive features on the

9.

structural
that will be
ATTACHMENT F - Structural
used to divert flows away from
soils, to store flows, or to
limit runoff
discharge of pollutants from exposed areas of the site. Placement of structural
DralCtl(~es in floodplains
been
ATTACHMENT G - Drainage Area Map. A drainage area map is provided at the end
of this form to support the following requirements.
10 acres within a common drainage area
areas that will have more
disturbed at one time, a sediment
will
provided.
For areas that will have more than 10 acres within a common drainage area
disturbed at one time, a smaller sediment basin and/or sediment trap(s) will
For areas that will
more than 10 acres within a common drainage area
disturbed at one time, a sediment basin or other equivalent controls are not
but
TBMPs and measures will
used in combination to
protect down
and
slope
of the construction area.

TCEQ-0602 (Rev. 10/01104)

2014

•

l

11.

•

N/A

There are no areas greater than 10 acres within a common drainage area that
will be disturbed at one time. A smaller sediment basin and/or sediment trap(s)
will be used in combination with other erosion and sediment controls within
each disturbed drainage area.

ATTACHMENT H - Temporary Sediment Pond(s) Plans and Calculations.
Temporary sediment pond or basin construction plans and design calculations for a
proposed temporary BMP or measure has been prepared by or under the direct
supervision of a Texas Licensed Professional Engineer. All construction plans and
design information must be signed, sealed, and dated by the Texas Licensed
Professional Engineer. Construction plans for the proposed temporary BMPs and
measures are provided as at the end of this form.

12.

l

ATTACHMENT I - Inspection and Maintenance for BMPs. A plan for the inspection
of temporary BMPs and measures and for their timely maintenance, repairs, and, if
necessary, retrofit is provided at the end of this form. A description of documentation
procedures and recordkeeping practices is included in the plan.

13.

l

All control measures must be properly selected, installed, and maintained in
accordance with the manufacturer's specifications and good engineering practices. If
periodic inspections by the applicant or the executive director, or other information
indicate a control has been used inappropriately, or incorrectly, the applicant must
replace or modify the control for site situations.

14.

l

If sediment escapes the construction site, off-site accumulations of sediment must be
removed at a frequency sufficient to minimize offsite impacts to water quality (e.g.,
fugitive sediment in street being washed into surface streams or sensitive features by
the next rain).

15.

l

Sediment must be removed from sediment traps or sedimentation ponds not later than
when design capacity has been reduced by 50%. A permanent stake will be provided
that can indicate when the sediment occupies 50% of the basin volume .

16.

L

Litter, construction debris, and construction chemicals exposed to stormwater shall be
prevented from becoming a pollutant source for stormwater discharges (e.g ., screening
outfalls, picked up daily) .

SOIL STABILIZATION PRACTICES
Examples: establishment of temporary vegetation, establishment of permanent vegetation, mulching,
geotextiles, sod stabilization, vegetative buffer strips, protection of trees, or preservation of mature
vegetation.

•

17.

l

ATTACHMENT J - Schedule of Interim and Permanent Soil Stabilization
Practices. A schedule of the interim and permanent soil stabilization practices for the
site is attached at the end of this form.

18.

l

Records must be kept at the site of the dates when major grading activities occur, the
dates when construction activities temporarily or permanently cease on a portion of the
site, and the dates when stabilization measures are initiated.

19.

L

Stabilization practices must be initiated as soon as practicable where construction
activities have temporarily or permanently ceased .

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

TCEQ-0602 (Rev. 10101 /04)
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20.

l

All structural controls will be inspected
approved operation and maintenance

maintained according to the submitted and
for the project.

If any geologic or manmade
such as caves, faults, sinkholes, etc., are
discovered, all regulated activities near
feature will be immediately suspended.
TCEQ Regional Office shall
immediately notified. Regulated
activities must cease and not continue until the
has reviewed and approved the
methods proposed to protect the aquifer from any adverse impacts.
Silt
diversion berms, and
temporary erosion and
controls will
constructed
maintained as appropriate to prevent pollutants from entering
discovered during construction.
to this
accurately
all information requested
To the best of my knowledge, the
concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards Aquifer. This
submitted for TCEQ
and
TEMPORARY STORMWATER SECTION is
director approval.
application was prepared

rz...

TCEQ-0602 (Rev. 10/01/04)
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TEMPORARYSTO~ATER

ATTACHMENT A

Spill

"'....""0"" Actions

Contractor to notify all appropriate authorities if more than
are spilled.
construction
include the
notes
appropriate spill
of
response actions as directed by TECQ. There will be no temporary storage
fuel or hydro carbons to
stored on site.
If spills of any hydrocarbons occur, construction must contain spills by
,........" ...."" action.
must be kept readily available to
a Dike.
used
fuels. Property disposal any
will be required.
Contractor must promote job site awareness to all employees involved.
must be made aware
provisions in
report.

employees

of
The objective of this section is to describe measures to prevent or reduce
pollutants to drainage systems or watercourses from leaks and spills by reducing
chance for spills, stopping the source
containing and cleaning up spills, properly
disposing spill materials,
training emnlclveles
The following

will

reduce

stormwater lD110acts of

and

Education
(1)
Be aware

different materials pollute
amounts. Make sure that
knows what a "significant spill" is for each material
use, and
is
appropriate
for
and
spills.
spill must be reported to the TCEQ.
Employees should also be aware of
Information available in 30 T AC 327.4 and 40 CFR 302.4
subcontractors on potential dangers to
emrrronment from spills and

(3)

(4)
(5)

to discuss
reinforce appropriate disposal procedures
regular safety meetings).

LLL,",Vw..JJ."-'-'

<.<AUJl"~H

a continuing education

nrrHTT""rn

to indoctrinate new

Have contractor's superintendent or representative oversee and enlor(;e proper
prevention
measures.

Attaclunent "A"

e

General Measures
(l)
To the extent that the work can be accomplished safely, spills of oil, petroleum
products, substances listed under 40 CFR parts 110, 117, and 302, and sanitary
and septic wastes should be contained and cleaned up immediately.
(2)

Store hazardous materials and wastes in covered containers and protect from
vandalism.

(3)

Place a stockpile of spill cleanup materials where it will be readily accessible.

(4)

Train employees in spill prevention and cleanup.

(5)

Designate responsible individuals to oversee and enforce control measures.

(6)

Spills should be covered and protected from stormwater runon during rainfall to
the extent that it doesn't compromise clean up activities.

(7)

Do not bury or wash spills with water.

(8)

Store and dispose of used clean up materials, contaminated materials, and
recovered spill material that is no longer suitable for the intended purpose in
conformance wit the provisions in applicable BMP's.

(9)

Do not allow water used for cleaning and decontamination to enter storm drains
or watercourses. Collect and dispose of contaminated water in accordance with
applicable regulations.

(10)

Contain water overflow or minor water spillage and do not allow it to discharge
into drainage facilities or watercourses.

(11)

Place Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), as well as proper storage, cleanup,
and spill reporting instructions for hazardous materials stored or used on the
project site in an open, conspicuous, and accessible location.

(12)

Keep waste storage areas clean, well organized, and equipped with ainple cleanup
supplies as appropriate for the materials being stored. Perimeter controls,
containment structures, covers, and liners should be repaired or replaced as
needed to maintain proper function.

Cleanup
(1)
Clean up leaks and spills immediately.

•

(2)

Use a rag for small spills on paved surfaces, a damp mop for general cleanup, and
absorbent material for larger spjJJs. If the spilled material is hazardous, then the
used cleanup materials are also hazardous and must be disposed of as hazardous
waste.

•

Attachment

(3)

down or bury dry 1"YHltF'rl
Clean up as much of the material as
BMP's in this
the waste
possible and dispose of properly.
section for
infonnation.

Minor Spills

•

(1)

Minor spills typically involve small quantities of oil, """,,vU.U'V.
can
controlled by the first
at the discovery of

(2)

Use absorbent materials on small spills rather than hosing down or burying the
spil1.

(3)

Absorbent

(4)

Follow the "'L~~~n'~ below for a

(5)

Contain the spread ofthe spill.

(6)

Recover spilled materials.

(7)

Clean the contaminated area and properly dispose of contaminated materials .

should be promptly removed and disposed of properly.
spill:

Semi-Significant Spills
can be controlled by
other personnel
as
the
ces:satlon of all other activities.

res1DoIllder along with
aid of
etc. This response
require the

Spills should be cleaned up immediately:

•

(1)

Contain spread of

spilL

(2)

Notify the project foreman

(3)

If the spill occurs on paved or impenneable
clean up using "dry"
methods (absorbent
cat litter and/or
Contain
spill by
encircling with the absorbent
and do not let the spill spread widely.

(4)

the spill occurs in dirt
immediately contain the spill
earthen dike. Dig up and properly
of
soiL

(5)

If
occurs during rain, cover spill with tarps or
contaminating runoff.

an

material to prevent

Attachment "A"

•

•

SignijicantlHazardous Spills
For significant or hazardous spills that are in reportable quantities:
(l)

Notify the TCEQ by telephone as soon as possible and within 24 hours at 512
339-2929 (Austin) or 210-490-3096 (San Antonio) between 8 AM and 5 PM.
After hours, contact the Environmental Release Hotline at 1-800-832-8224. It is
the contractor's responsibility to have all emergency phone numbers at the
construction site.

(2)

For spills of federal reportable quantities, in conformance with the requirements
in 40 CFR parts 110, 119 and 302, the contractor should notify the National
Response Center at (800) 424-8802.

(3)

Notification should first be made by telephone and followed up with a written
report.

(4)

The services of a spills contractor or a Haz-Mat team should be obtained
immediately. Construction personnel should not attempt to clean up until the
appropriate and qualified staffs have arrived at the job site.

(5)

Other agencies which may need to be consulted include, but are not limited to, the
City of Police Department, County Sheriff Office, Fire Departments, etc .

More information on spill rules and appropriate responses is available on the TCEQ
website at: http://www.tmcc.state.tx .us/enforcement/emergency response.html

Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance
(1)
If maintenance must occur onsite, use a designated area and a secondary
containment, located away from drainage courses, to prevent the runon of
stormwater and the runoff of spills.

•

(2)

Regularly inspect onsite vehicles and equipment for leaks and repair immediately.

(3)

Check incoming vehicles and equipment (including delivery trucks, and employee
and subcontractor vehicles) for leaking oil and fluids. Do not allow leaking
vehicles or equipment onsite.

(4)

Always use secondary containment, such as a drain pan or drop cloth, to catch
spills or leaks when removing or changing fluids.

(5)

Place drip pans or absorbent materials under paving equipment when not in use.

(6)

Use absorbent materials on small spills rather than hosing down or burying the
spill. Remove the absorbent materials promptly and dispose of properly .

Attachment

•

(7)

Promptly transfer used fluids to the proper waste or
full
or other
containers lying around.

drums. Don't

(8)

of in trashcans or dumpsters can leak oil and pollute
Oil filters
stormwater. Place
oil filter a fimnel over a waste
drum to
excess
Oil filters can
be
Ask
oil
supplier or
about recycling oil filters.

(9)

Store cracked batteries a
''-''''''''.LULl; secondary container. Do this with all
,-.rg,,-,v,c·,, V<U~"'j'~v'" even if you think all
acid has drained out. If
drop a
battery, treat it as if it is cracked.
the containment area
you are not
sure it is not 1'-''''''''.LU1;'

Vehicle and Equipment Fueling
If fueling must occur on
use designated areas, located away from
courses, to prevent the runon of stormwater and the

(1)

•

•

(2)

Discourage "topping off" of

(3)

Always use secondary containment, such as a drain pan, when fueling to catch
spills/leaks .

tanks.

•

TEMPORARY STORMWATER SECTION

SECTIONB
Potential Sources of Contamination

This project includes the construction of 1,748.02 L.F. of8" gravity wastewater line.
The possible sources of contamination include fuel spills by the Contractor while
refueling equipment. Other smaller quantities of solvent for construction may be present.
Contractor shall keep all fuel transfers and any other contaminants used secure.
Please see Attachment "A" for response actions .

•

•

•

SECTION

TEMPORARY

c
Sequence of Major

Construction "''''rI''O'''
1. Call New Braunfels Utilities and

4.

48-hours prior to beginning

work.

clearing and
and drainage easement

Acres

controls at weekly tnT"'.... '"
events to insure they are
properly.
Cut
trench. (2.9 Acres already disturbed)
Install
utilities including drainage
'--'~'J.""''''VV street paving.
,-,VJlLljJ,'''''''' all construction.
engineer to inspect
Final City inspection to
"'''''',O''T eTflISlCm
<A..l.U.A....U

•

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1O.

,",VJ'.uv"",.",

11.

2.9 acres

•

(total) for SCS, street and drainage construction.

TEMPORARYSTORNnNATER
ATTACHMENT D
Temporary Best
silt fence,

Temporary
controls are proposed for this project to
and stabilized construction entrances and exits.
Lineal
of silt fence will be used.
3
see Sheet
all proposed construction.
A stabilized

entrance at
plans.

A contractor's
not associated
areas not

beginning

downgradient of

the project will be

been shown on Sheet # 5 as well. All other areas
be protected
restricting
contractor

A. All upgradicnt stormwater will
#9.
channel

B. There is no known
fence, rock berms and areas

will
of the

berms,

channel that is shown
13.5 acres and will divert these flows
"f'",n,rw

streams
ground water that
on this
Silt
remain undisturbed with natural vegetation in place.

From the
RG 348 dated July, 2005, silt fences and rock
provide
protection.
addition,
contractor has been directed to minimize disturbance to just
the SCS
and reasonable working
are no sensitive features that were identified in
Consul dated October 3,
12.

Geologic

by

TEMPORARY STORMWATER SECTION
ATTACHMENT F

Structural Practices

During construction, silt
and rock
construction is comp1ett:?
and vegetation and paving has been established. Rough
of the proposed streets
area Specifically Channel C,
with
will divert flows
entering the
upgradient
away from the
of the SCS
this unit will
Channel C.
Please see Sheet # 9 for the
flows away
SCS lines. Two
construction.
channel will be
contractor
.u.u'E)-'-L'6 from 0.63% to 10.00%.
revegetate all
areas.
"",."",n--.

In addition, the contractor will be directed to

llAll.AAllJUL'-'

are not necessary
construction
undisturbed
will help remove
fences or other structural measures occurs.

TEMPORARY STORMWATER SECTION
ATTACHMENT I
Inspection and Maintenance for BMP's

The Contractor will be directed to inspect and maintain all temporary BMP's. The design
engineer wiU also make regular visits to the project and will provide visual inspections as
well. Any deficiency noted must be corrected immediately by Contractor.
Maintenance:
(1).

Inspect all silt fencing weekly and after any rainfalls.

(2).

Remove sediment when buildup reaches 6 inches or install a second line of silt
fence parallel.

(3).

Replace any tom fabric or install a second line of silt fence parallel.

(4) .

Replace or repair any sections crushed or collapsed in the course of construction.

(5).

See stormwater pollution plan details as shown in the construction plans for
proper size and installation.

(6).

Contractor to maintain a daily log and note any deficiencies to temporary BMP's
and corrective action taken. Rainfall events shall also be noted.

SWPPP INSPECTION REPORT

ATr-A-c. I-J

II

L .,

Pg 1 of 3

Date:
Rain Fall
Operator:
Job Name:
Receiving Waters:
Location:
Map Gird:
----~--~~~~~---------------Inspector:
Inspector Qualifications: See ualification Form
Is this site over the Aquifer recharge or contributing zone _~__ If this site is in compliance with the SWPPP and Permit
Check here

Visual inspection of site
.NOI Posted?
Site Notice Posted?
Was a copy of the NOI sent to the Reporting agency?
SWPPP Plan in Box?
Copy of WPAP in the box? (If applies )

SWppp Information updates
Material list updated?
Project Milestone aJrrent with intended dates?
All current locations of BMP's Identified on plans?
Areas under operators control clearly Identified on site map?
Trash Contajners and Restrooms noted?
Stabilized areas updated or noted on plans?

,..
~,

~

Site Condition
Entrance and exits free from off site tracking?
Trash and Debri being contained on site?
Material storage area effectively controlling pollutants?
Wash out pit In working order?
Are all pollutants contained on site?
Erosion Control devices in working order?
Are all BMP's Adequate for this site at this time?
Hazardous Waste
Is there materials being exposed to storm water runoff?
Any signs of major leaks or spills?
Any Leaks or spills of reputable Quantity need tD be reported?

Y

N ·N/A

Comments

Date:

Job Name:

Location

What Failed and Amount

Reason

Modification to be made

Correction Date

Location

What Failed and Amount

Reason

Modification to be made

Correction Date

Location

What Failed and Amount

Reason

Modification to be made

Correction Date

Location

What Failed and Amount

Reason

Modification to be made

Correction Date

Location

What Failed and Amount

Reason

Modification to be made

Correction Date

I certify under the penalty of law that this document and all attadlments were prepared under my dlrectJon or Supervision In acrordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel
properiy gathered ·and Evaluated the Information submitted. Based 00 my Inquiry of the person or persons who manage the system 7 Or those persons directly responsible for gathering the
Information, the Information submitted Is, too the best of my I<nowledge and beflef, true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are slgnlflcant penalties for Submitting false Information,
including the possibility of line and Imprisonment for knowing violations.

Qualified BMP Inspector

ATTACH .'..1- .'

Job Name:

-------------------------------------------------------------------- Date:

Construction Activities and location

Block flot or Address

Work belnq done

Date
f--- -- - - - - -  ..

NOTES:

•

•

TEMPORARY STORMWATER SECTION

ATTACHMENT J
Schedule of Interim and Permanent Soil Stabilization Practices
Stabilization measures shall be initiated as soon as practicable in portions of the site
where construction activities have temporarily or permanently ceased, but in no case
more than 14 days after the construction activity in that portion of the site has temporarily
or permanently ceased. Where the initiation of stabilization measures by the 14th day
after construction activity temporary or permanently cease is precluded by weather
conditions, stabilization measures shall be initiated as soon as practicable. Where
construction activity on a portion of the site is temporarily ceased, and earth disturbing
activities will be resumed within 21 days, temporary stabilization measures do not have
to be initiated on that portion of site.
If after 21 days, and construction activity will not resume, hydromulch shall be applied to
all disturbed areas except in drainage channels or where slopes exceed 3: 1. In areas
experiencing droughts where the initiation of stabilization measures by the 14th day after
construction activity has temporarily or permanently ceased is precluded by seasonal arid
conditions, stabilization measures shall be initiated as soon as practicable.

•

All erosion control measures must remain in place until such stabilization has
successfully occurred.
Rock berms shall be used as indicated. Owner shall consult with design engineer to
determine all necessary measures to stabilize the site if construction does not resume.
TCEQ RG 348 dated July 2005 shall be used as a guide in determining these areas that
may require stabilization .

•

-

-

-

- - - - - --

-------

Agent Authorization Form
For Required Signature
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program
Relating to 30 TAC Chapter 213
Effective June 1, 1999

•

Greg Meyer
Print Name
Sole proprietor
Title - Owner/President/Other
of _____________-=____~--~~--~_=~~~--------------Corporation/Partnership/Entity Name
have authorized _________-=~~~S=t=e~p~h~e~n~H~a~n~z~I~P~.E=.~______________~
Print Name of Agent/Engineer
of __________________~H=M~T~E~n~q=in~e~e~ri~n~g~&~S~u~~~e~y~in~g~_______________
Print Name of Firm
to represent and act on the behalf of the above named Corporation, Partnership, or Entity for
the purpose of preparing and submitting this plan application to the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality (TCEQ) for the review and approval consideration of regulated
activities.

•

•

I also understand that:
1.

The applicant is responsible for compliance with 30 Texas Administrative Code
Chapter 213 and any condition of the TCEQ's approval letter. The TCEQ is authorized
to assess administrative penalties of up to $10,000 per day per violation.

2.

For those submitting an application who are not the property owner, but who have the
right to control and possess the property, additional authorization is required from the
owner.

3.

Application fees are due and payable at the time the application is submitted. The
application fee must be sent to the TCEQ cashier or to the appropriate regional office.
The application will not be considered until the correct fee is received by the
commission.

4.

A notarized copy of the Agent Authorization Form must be provided for the person
preparing the application, and this form must accompany the completed application.

5.

No person shall commence any regulated activity on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge
Zone, Contributing Zone or Transition Zone until the appropriate application for the
activity has been filed with and approved by the Executive Director .

TCEQ-0599 (Rev,04/01/2010)
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SIGNATURE PAGE:

•
THE STATE OF
County of

'j

-tX'CtS §

~

§

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared ~'fe.~CJ'C\ tv\.~.J-\.eV known
to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrume ,and ack~owledged to
me that (s)he executed same for the purpose and consideration therein expressed.
GIVEN under my hand and seal of office on this

2, ~f\ day of

~~w-W , W'l....

A~ M.J:LD

NOTARY PUBLIC

~~~p...U.

•

•

AINInda M Gold
Ncaiy PublIc
SIIIe of Texas

Cfold

Typed or Printed Name of Notary

COmm. Exp. 9-15·201 ~
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES:

TCEQ-0599 (Rev.04/01/201 0)
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Commission on Environmental Quality
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program
Application Fee Form
NAME OF PROPOSED REGULATED ENTITY: _ _-=.:....:.:...;:.:.,::....:::::...=:::.-=:::....:...:...:...:....::::=-..::::..:..=~=::...:....::::=.:...:_ _
REGULATED ENTITY LOCATION:
NAME OF CUSTOMER: ____________~==~~~____________________
CONTACT PERSON:
(Please
Customer Reference Number
Regulated

(if issued): CN _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (nine digits)

Reference Number (if issued): RN _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (nine digits)

0
0

Austin Regional Office (3373)
San Antonio Regional Office (3362)

Travis
Bexar

161

Comal

o

Williamson

0

Medina

0

Kinney

Uvalde

Application fees must be
by check, certified check, or money order, payable to the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality. Your canceled check will serve as your
This form must be submitted with
your fee payment. This payment is
submitted to (Check One):

o

Austin Regional Office

161

San Antonio Regional Office

Mailed to TCEQ:

Overnight Delivery to TCEQ:

Revenues Section
Mail Code 214
P.O. Box 13088
Austin, TX 78711-3088

12100 Park 35 Ci rcle
Building A, 3rd Floor
TX 78753
512/239-0347

Site location (Check All That Apply):

161

Zone

o Contributing Zone

Transition Zone

Size

Fee Due
Acres

$

$
Water Pollution Abatement Plan, Contributing Zone
Plan: Non-residential
Sewa e Collection S stem

1748.02

Lift Stations without sewer lines
Under round or Above

Acres

e Tank Facilit

L.F.

$
$874.01

Acres

$

Tanks

$

Each

$

Each

$

Each

$

If you have questions on how to fill out this form or about the Edwards Aquifer protection program,
3096 for projects located in the San Antonio Region or 5121339-2929 for projects located in the Austin

contact us at 210/490

Individuals are entitled to request and review their personal information that the
gathers on its forms. They may also have any errors
in their information corrected. To review such informalion. contact us al LI~:3::hj~o~.

TCEQ-0574 (Rev. 4/25/08)
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Texas Commission on
Quality
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program
Application
Schedule
30 TAC Chapter 213 (effective 05/01/2008)
Water Pollution Abatement Plans and Modifications
Contributin Zone Plans and Modifications
FEE

PROJECT
<5
and Parks

Non-residential (Commercial, industrial, institutional,
multi-family residential, schools, and other sites where
activities will occur)

<5
5 < 10
10 < 40
40 < 100
100 < 500
2: 500

$3,000
$4,000
$6,500
$8,000
$1

<1
1<5
5 < 10
10 < 40
40 < 100
2: 100

$3,000
$4,000
$5,000
$6,500
$8,000
$10,000

Or anized Sewa e Collection S stems and Modifications
PROJECT

COST PER LINEAR FOOT

Under round and Above round Stora
PROJECT

COST PER TANK OR PIPING
SYSTEM

MINIMUM FEE
MAXIMUM FEE

$650

$650 $6,500

Exceptlon Rcequests
PROJECT
F'

I

FEE
$500

lequ

E
fT
xtenslon
0 "Ime Requests
PROJECT
Extension of Time Req:

TCEQ-0574 (Rev. 4/25/08)
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TCEQ Use Only

TCEQ Core Data Form
('('\mnl~liirm

of this form,

read the Core Data Form Instructions or call 512-239-5175.

in space
"'II
Form should be SUDI7Ilmm
llTnll"

(Core Data Form should be submitted with the renewal form)
(ex. Tille V Application, Waste Transporter Application, etc.)

Entity Ownership

D.B.A
ral Government

9. Customer Legal Name (If an individual, print last name first: ex: Doe, John)

K

Meyer,

1211212011

10. Mailing
Address:

11. Cou
13. Telephone Number

8

-9983
17. TX State Franchise Tax 10

(I' digilS)

18. DUNS Number(ilapplitable)

19. TX SOS Filing Number (i/applicable)
and Operated?
No

application)
(See be/ow)

TCEQ·10400 (09/07)
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24.
of
Entitv:

Torrey

NAICSCode

38. Longitude (W)

39. TCEQ Programs and ID Numbers Check all Programs and write in Ihe permits/regislration numbers thai will be affected by the updates submitted on this tonn or the
I be made. II your Program is not listed, check other and write it in. See the Core Data Form instructions tor additional guidance.

SECTION IV: Preparer Information

to the best of my
that the information
in this form is true and
and that I have
to submit this form on behalf of the
specified in Section II, Field 9 and/or as required for the
to the ID numbers identified in field 39.

the Core Data Form instructions for more information on who should sign this form.)

Job Title:

TCEQ-10400 (09/07)
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